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Athletic

ners Are Announced
hr High School seniors
e presented with annual
s Tuesday night at a class
program in the auditorium
e school for outstanding
pments during their high
"Career, officials of the
announced Wednesday.
Mitchell received the anRose Goldnasner English
of $50 and James Mick,
ctorian of the class, was
d the second prize of $20
the same fund.
y P'Pool was awarded the
y Taylor athletic award,
Billy Lewis received the
Ruth sportsmanship medal
vs and E. Lois Stegall rethe same award for girls.
cy Armstrong was presentth the citizenship award for
nding service in school,
and outside activities.
Larkins received the home
ics award presented each
y the Women's Club. Ellis
on received the agriculture

UF
"'

Most derby go'ers had a
difficult time seeing the bigwigs and famous people at
Churchill Downs Saturday;
however, two parties f r o in
Princeton got close-up views
of a few, it was reported here
this week. Mrs. George Stevens said she saw the Duchess
of Windsor and Ann Sheridan while the box occupied
by Dr. B. K. Amos was located just below that of the
famous Duke and his
Duchess.

Forty Named For
Safety Conference

Quinn

4-H Club Awarded Prize
Notional Guard Unit

tet
The Quinn 4-H Club was recently awarded a prize for being
the outstanding organization in a district composed of approximately 400 competing clebs in an annual.contest sponsored by
he Kentucky Utilities Company. Pictured above, front cow; left
to right: Ardenia Crenshaw, Dorothy Massey, Wendell Roberts,
David Crenshaw, and Harold Hopkins. Second row: Lewis Blackburn, Shirley Morse, Billy Felker, Marlene Lowery, Eleanor Crenshaw, Ella Mae Massey and Leo Hill. Third row: Anna
Bonnie Lowery, Mrs. Nellie Crenshaw, Roy Massey, Jr., Louis
Carrol Felker, Harley Lowery, Glenn Roberts, at tractor giving
demonstration. Two members not present when the picture was
made were Sylvia Dean Lowery and Loretta Traylor.

Leaves For Camp McCoy
Several hundred persons
turned out at the I. C. Railraid station here early Tuesday morning to see approximately 40 local .boys, all
members of Co. "B" 201st
Engineer Combat Battalion,
off to Camp McCoy, Wisconsin, for Army training. The
Butler High School Band also
turned out at an early hour
along with members of the
families of the boys and their
friends to give the boys a
send-off. Members--of the or-ganization attended church
at the First Baptist Sunday
morning and were guests at
a special service held Sunday
night at the First Christian
Church. There they were presented gifts by the VFW and
the American Legion. The
Princeton Ministerial Association presented each man with
a Bible.

Governor Wetherby Is
To Deliver Address;
Opening Date Not Set
City To Welcome
Cherokee Indius

Dedication Exercises Are Scheduled To Start At

Where Speakers
Platform Will Be Erected At Ambulance Entrance;
Old And New Hospital BoardseSchedyle, Joint Meet

2 P. M. On North Side Of Building

Plans for the dedication of the
new 'building were rushed to
completion after the arrival of
Along Route Token In
the patient room furniture here
Exodus 113 Years Ago
early last week. Members of the
Mayor Clifton Hollowell will
Hospital Auxiliary, together with
Group From Caldwell
welcome an official delegation of
a, number of other women's orTo Join 7,000 Others
the Cherokee Indians here Friday,
ganizations, are working as rapidMay 11, at 11 a. m., as they rely as possible to complete last
In Planning Program
trace -The Trail of Tears' that
minute details for the opening of
Forty persons from Caldwell Thieves Take $100 In'
17,000 of their countrymen took
the hospital a n d to clean up
county have been appointed by Robbery At Butler
across the nation into exile mon,
the building.
Gov. Lawrence W. Wetherby as
than 100 years ago, it was anThieves, who looted the office
The Butler High School band
Butler Wins Second At
delegates to the Kentucky Highnounced here this week.
will greet Governor Wetherby at
way Safety Conference at The of Supt. Ruel W. Cairnes and
Strawberry
Festival
The journey of four of the
the courthouse just before noon
University of Kentucky at Lex- broke into other offices at Butler
The Butler High School band tribe will mark the 113th anniHigh School last Thursday night, Good Weather Permits
nday and he will be escorted to
ington May 18.
won second place honors in the versary of the forced removal by
took approximately $80 in money
ton Hotel where a numthe
Governor Wetherby called the and a $15 roll of stamps from
Rapid Program After
ber of invited guests will have
annual Strawberry Festival at American troops of all but a
conference to seek ways of reduc- the superintendent's office and
lunch. The governor and invited
Serious Winter Delay
Humboldt, Tenn., last Friday, bravely defiant remnant of the
ing highway accidents through- about $10 from a soft drink vendguests from surrounding towns
With the late arrival of spring competing with 15 other bands once powerful Cherokee Nation
out the state and called on all ing machine, it was reported this
and communities will go to the
weather, work on the Caldwell from some of the largest high to strange lands in the West.
Kentuckians to support the meet- week.
new hospital at 1:30 p. m. for an
T h e mayors of 40 cities and
county graded school building at
ing and to show an active interest
Entrance to the building was the west edge of the city limits schools in Tennessee. Southside towns along the 1,200 mile route
inspection tour of the entire plant,
in a vigorous safety program.
gained through a window in the is progressing rapidly, Rumsey of Memphis won first place with will be singled out by the delegait was stated.
He pointed out that motor acci- home economics room. Two locks
ie Boren and Nancy FarmDedication exercises are schedTaylor, local contractor reported 183 points, while Butler received tion to accept a traditional white
clay Indian pipe as a symbol of
ided honors for the music dents killed 678 persons in Ken- on the principal's office, one on this week.
uled to start at 2 p. m. and will be
a
rating
of
182
points,
it
was
regratitude for the sympathy and
of the year in a, tie decis- tucky last year and that 1951 the door of the superintendent and
held on the north side of the
The unusual weather conditions ported.
kindness their people showed the
embers of the class, who promises to be just as bloody if others to files in the building were which prevailed here during the
building where a speakers platUnion City High placed third Cherokee as they plodded toband keys from Prof. K. remedial steps are not taken. He broken, it was stated. No clues winter months delayed early
form will be erected at the am-ant, were Jimmie Boren, said that highway safety confer- have been reported by the police work on the building to a great in the competition with 180 ward Oklahoma, from Cherobulance entrance to the building.
points. Butler was the only band kee, N. C.
Catlett, Norma Sue Cart- ences in other states have shown at this time.
Announcement of the official The program will be held at the
weeks
ago
was
only
two
extent.
It
from Kentucky to enter the conBillie Clayton, Johnny their worth in reduced accident
Mayor Hollowell said Wednes- opening of the new hospital will side entrance where a gravel
that workmen were able to put in test, it was stated. Transportation
Billie Joe Pierce, Nancy tolls and that the same good can Rose And Garden Club
day that the Butler band will be made after a, joint meeting of driveway has been completed, Mr.
work
week
since
last
a full
to
be
done
in
Kentucky
with
the
supHumboldt
was
furnished
by
and Betty Jean Roberts.
greet the Cherokee delegation and the board of directors of the Jones explained.
Thanksgiving, Mr. Taylor ex- the Band Boosters Club.
To Sponsor Workshop
appearing on the pro- port of the people of the state.
members of the veterans and civ- Princeton Hospital and the CaldThe Rev. J. F. Callender, pasplained.
The Princeton Rose and Garden
"It is my firm conviction that
Tuesday night included Sue
ic clubs of the city will be present well County War Memorial Hos- tor of the Ogden Memorial Methbeen
comexcavations
have
All
Kentucky Dam Bridge
11, salutatorian; Norma Sue the people of Kentucky want and Club will present a flower arto welcome them to the city of pital at 7 p. in. Friday at the new odist Church, will give the invopleted, footings finished and the
ight, historian; Billie Lew- intend to meet the emergency at rangement workshop at 2 p. m.
Princeton. Mayor Hollowell will hospital building. At that time it cation and Mayor Hollowell will
Dedication Set May 12
in
the
basement
grade
beams
• will; Nancy Armstrong, increased traffic accidents and Wednesday, May 23, at a place to
will be determined when the old give a brief welcome to the
A large turnout is expected act as master - of ceremonies.
area have been completed. Apy; Jean Creekmur, giftor- reduce this menace," the Gover- be announced later, it was anIn the history of Caldwell coun- institution will be closed.and the guests. George 0. Eldred will act
per cent of the Saturday for the dedication of the
proximately
75
nounced
this
week.
rnes 11,bek, valedictory ad- nor said in the proclamation he
exercises for the $1,045,000 bridge ty, compiled by C. R. Baker, it patients removed to the new as master of ceremonies and
The workshop will be directed critical materials have been reCatherine Hopper, Nor- issued ,in calling the conference.
across Kentucky Dam at Gilberts- is recorded that the Cherokees building, Mayor Clifton Hollo- Thomas J. Simmons, chairman of
are
being
and
other
items
ceived
artwright, Sue Mitchell, "It is my good fortune to convey by Mrs. Earl Rabold, of Bowling
ville. Governor Lawrence Wether- spent the night at Elkhorn Tavern well, chairman of the operating the fund raising campaign and
accurate
on
a
fairly
received
e Boren, Chloe Ann Win- that effective means for meeting Green and will be open to the
building committee, will give a
by and TVA Chairman Gordon near Crider on their trek west- committee said.
schedule, it was stated.
ed Nancy Farmer, Special it are at hand through a state- public with a nominal fee chargward more than a century ago.
short history of the campaign and
Clapp
will
dedicatory
ribcut
the
A full crew of workmen is now
Officers of the class are wide safety conference in which ed. Mrs. Rabold is an accredited
building program.
bon near the center of the bridge This brief bit of history will be
Jo e Pierce, president; all Kentuckians can participate." flower show judge and has had rushing the construction of the at noon, it is announced.
told by a member of the B. P. W.
Commonwealth's Attorney Alnew plent as rapidly as possible,
ook, secretary, and John
The local delegation will join many years of experience in flowvin Lisanby will introduce GovA luncheon, in connection with Club to the visitors Friday, MayHowever,
explained.
Mr.
Taylor
er
arrangement
instruction,
it
was
treasurer.
or Hollowell said.
some 7,000 other delegates in
ernor Wetherby, who will give
it still is too early to predict any the dedication and opening of
The program will be held at
Lexington. All city and county stated.
the principal address of the dedithe
bridge
to
the
public,
will
folcompletion
definite
time
for
the
The local club is sponsoring the
the south side of the courthouse,
officials in the state have been
cation ceremony. All veterans
From County Will
low
the
brief
ceremony
on
the
because
of
delays
the
building
of
Were Cited For Youth
it was stated.
invited along with officials of ser- workshop to offer an opportunity
clubs will be represented at the
caused by weather conditions, he span. The luncheon will start at
ipate In Bethel
vice clubs, veterans organizations, to the women of the community
meeting with members of the
Service, Outstanding
the
main
dining
room
of
the
Kenadded.
highway and motor clubs, school to learn the fundamentals of the
I Club Activities
V. F. W., American Legion, and
tucky Dam Village about 12:45 Fredonia Soldier Wins
Bravery
During
1950
desiring
addiThe
building
will
contain
20
creative
art.
Those
and
organizations
Disabled American War Veterans
s Wilma Prince, daughter and church
tional information are asked to rooms, complete with offices, caf- p. m. Reservations may be made Infantry Badge While
Nancy Armstrong, daughter of forming a color guard. The Butler
with Bill Knight, Kentucky Dam
and Mrs. John Prince, of other groups.
C.
F.
Engelhardt,
it
eteria
and
recreation
room
and
contact
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
D.
Armstrong,
Serving Army In Korea
band will furnish special music
ton, and Bonnie Jean King, Those appointed from here are: was stated.
will be used for grade pupils only, Village; Paul Gholson, Murray,
Corporal Billie E. Brown, son and a senior at Butler High for the ceremony, it was stated.
er of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Fredonia, J. L. Lynch and
according to county schopl offi- or R. V. Green, Paducah Associaof Mrs. Mary E. Brown, Fredonia, School, was named for outstandf Fredonia, will be two of Marion Harvill.
tion of Commerce.
Immediately after the dedicacials.
ing youth service during the past
dents helping Bethel WornPrinceton, Miss Maggie M. Child Welfare Program
Governor Wetherby said he is has been awarded the Combat In- year by a committee composed of tion service, members of the Hosollege, Hopkinsville, cele- Dunbar, Mrs. Marvin Darnell, Outlined To Kiwanians
looking forward to 1952 to the fantryman's Badge in Korea Judge William G. Pickering, pital Auxiliary will act as guides
Lewistown PTA To Have
-ational Music Week, May George 0. Eldred, Leslie Goodakcompletion of the bridge across while serving as an Infantryman County School Superintendent and visitors will be shown
Principal speaker at the reguis announced.
er, Grayson Harrelson, Clifton lar Wednesday meeting of the Pot Luck Supper Friday
new Highway 62 at Eureka when with the 7th Cavalry regiment, ac- Clifton Clift and C. A. Horn, through the new hospital. Rooms
us public appearances in Hollowell, John Hutrheson, KelThe monthly meeting of t h e the last bridge bottleneck will be cording to word received here principal of Butler High School. in the building will be roped off
Kiwanis Club was Mrs. J. J. Rosthis week.
from the corridors but all doorsville and vicinity are sey R. Cummins, Clyde Spickard,
enthal. She spoke on the local P. T. A. at Lewistown School removed in the dam area
The recognition was made as a ways will be left open to be seen
This badge, which is only
led for the Bethel Choral William G. Pickering, Harold
child welfare program and out- will be held at 7 p. m. Friday,
awarded frontline combat infan- part of Governor Wetherby's pro- and the corridors will be cleaned
f which Misses Prince and Rudd, Paul Rowland, H. W. Nichlined the work of three local or- May 11 and will feature a pot Haoxs TO GRADUATE
trymen, distinguishes the actual gram to honor an outstanding up after the inspection.
re members.
ols, Calvin Oates, Powell Old- ganizations which participate in luck supper, playing of games and '
LeRoy Hooks is a member of
fighting man from the rear area youth for service and another for
Frederick L. Howard, ham, Glover J. Le wi s, Clifton child welfare.
Members of city and state pothe showing of several films, it the 1951 graduating class at Butnstructor at Bethel, is the CliLt, M. P. Brown, Jr., A. M. Also, Mrs. Rosenthal pointed was announced Wednesday. The ler High School. The Leader re- and service troops in a combat outstanding courage. Na n c y' s lice will be on hand to direct trafschool
and
church
activities,
tozone. A soldier must be a member
✓ and Miss Mary Eli Calvert, Ruel W. Cairnes, W.
fic and prevent congestion around
out the difference between ser- public is invited to bring a dish grets his name was omitted from of an infantry
regiment to be eli- gether with the honor of being the'building during 'the program.
11, piano instructor, the ac- Frank Riley, Woodrow W. Thomvice organizations and money and participate in the program, it the list of graduates published gible to
sent as a delegate to Girls State
receive it.
.ist for the Choral club.
as, John B. Morgan, R. A. Mabry, spending organizations. She, then, was stated.
last week.
last summer, were listed as a few
Clauscine R. Baker, Amy Fran- outlined the various problems
of her accomplishmens during All-Woman Jury Finds
ces Littlepage, Julian C. Little- faced 'by the child .welfare groups
County Will Buy Two
Adds Trainmaster
the year.
Woman Guilty On Charge
page, Alvin Lisanby, J. Gordon and gave specific tasks for which
New Highway Trucks
ducah District
Hilton Thomason, of Route 5,
Lisanby, R. J. McClelland, Vir- the groups are responsible.
Of Disorderly Conduct
The
Cald•well
county
fiscal
was
Jones,
commended
by
s W. Wortham, former ginia, McCaslin, William L.
Governor
Prior to the introduction of
Caldwell county's first allcourt Tuesday voted to purchase Wetherby for outstanding bravery
ter for the Illinois C.en- Mrs. Harold Jones, Floyd E. Mrs. Rosenthal by Ed Johnstone,
two
new
trucks
for the county and is one of two persons in the woman jury found Mrs. Sue Tydroad at Memphis, was Jones, Robert S. Jacob, Thomas program chairman, Rumsey Tayhighway department. Bids will be state to receive a certificate for ler, North Darby street, guilty of
rred to Princeton on May Bond, Herman P White, Rum- lor, led members of the club in
running a disorderly house and
sought and two old trucks will be outstanding courage.
similar position on the Pa- sey Taylor.
group singing. Visitors at the
fixed punishment at 30 days in
traded off or sold in the transThomason
received
the
award
district from glentral City
meeting included Clifton Clift,
action, Judge William G. Picker- for rescuing a boy from drowning jail last Friday morning. Mrs.
'neeton, an official an- UDC District Meeting
superintendent of county schools,
ing said.
in a pond after he had gone under Tyler has a husband and is the
• this week.
HopkinsCampbell,
of
Mr.
and
water for the third time. Thoma- mother of seven children.
.Collier will remain in Scheduled At Dawson
ville.
son could not swim, it was reportMembers of the jury were Mrs.
on as trainmaster on the
The annual District meeting of
Members Of American
ed. He is a student at Fredonia Dollie Catlett, Mrs. W. H. Miles,
ilk district. Increased bus- The Cradle of Jefferson Davis
Legion Elect Officers
High School.
Mrs. A. N. Horning, Mrs. Bernard
etivity in this area has District of the United Daughters Princeton Rotary Club
New officers of the American
Jones, Mrs. Roy Ward and Mrs.
t necessary to divide the of the Confederacy will be held Makes Tour Of Hospital
Legion, Carlisle Orange Post 116, City Council
Clifton Carter. A number of
district and install an ad- at the New Century Hotel, DawAppoints
A tour of the new Caldwell
are Bill grown, commander; Carl
women served on a county jury
trainmaster, it was son Springs, May 12. The dis- County War Memorial Hospital
Board
Of
Supervisors
Beasley, adjutant; Mack 'Vinson,
here last year but this is the first
Clarence E. Bartholomew trict is composed of the Penny- was made by members of the Rohistorian; Raymond Brown, chapThe city council Monday night time reported where all women
tinue as trainmaster from rile and Purchase represented by tary Club here Tuesday night imlain; Jake Myers, finance offi- appointed Fred Pasteur, Frank were called to jury duty in the
n to Paducah.
Owensboro, Princeton, Hopkins- mediately sifter the regular weekcer; and Douglas Smith, senior Cash and E. M. McCaslin as mem- county, it was stated.
ville, Morganfield, Kuttawa-Ed- ly meeting at the First Christian
vice-commander.
bers of the city board of equalizes
dyville, Mayfield, Murray, Fair- Church. The tour was arranged
g Of Softball
lion. The meeting time of the
view and Paducah. Mrs. Arnma by Richard Morgan, program
Local Folk To Tour
board will be announced, Mayor
rs Set May 15
Almo Downs Princeton
Nell Hall, Division President, chairman.
State
Hollowell said.
Homes, Gardens
ting of all interested will preside at the meeting.
In Slugging Match
Police reports for the month of
Dr. and Mrs. C. F. Engelhardt,
managers and sponsors
• i PEERS ANKLE INJURY
Almo Heights outslugged the April showed a total of 63 arrests Mrs. William G. Pickering and
held on Tuesday night,
Mrs. Cook Oliver, Marion road,
Local Golfers Defeated
Princeton V. F. W. team at Almo with $3,788 in fines collected. This Mrs. B. L. Keeney are planning to
, at the V. F. W. Home for
the Princeconfined
to
been
has
Sunday
Sunday afternoon in a ragged- was a new record for fines in visit the homes and gardens on
nization of a proposed By Madisonville
ton Hospital since last Wednesday
fielding, lusty hitting fray to win any one month, it was stated. Also the 1951 tour of Kentucky, startPrinceton Country Club golfers from injuries received when the
softball league, it was
NO CHAMPIONSHIP BELT: John !Fitzpatrick (right), 15, smiles 14-13. Freddy Myers, of Alan° the city water superintendent re- ing Friday, %lay 11, it is amountd Wednesday.
were defeated by golfers from blade flew off an electric lawn
C interested in the .''or- Madisonville in match play at the mower at her home. Mrs. Oliver as Sgt Patrick Partials uncovers a metal-laden belt with which Heights, decided the game with a ported 11,473,000 gallons of water ed. Places and the dates which
105 pounde home run with the bases loaded. pumped to t h e residents of will be open for
n of the league prior to local club here Sunday. Members suffered a severe cut on the an- the lad hoped to qualify for enlistment in the army
visitors include:
weighed 101
Princeton will meet Calvert Princeton during April.
In New York City. Eighteen days ago Fitapatri
Bardstown, May 12-13; Frankjog may contact lob of the local chili will journey to kle, it is reported.
was
taken
picture
he
reported
induotion
this
City
on
the
local
and
the
day
an
diamond
next
fort, May 11-15; Lexington, May
&Miley Taylor, Jr.. or MadlsonVille Sunday, May 20, for
being &s- Sunday at LSO p. m.Calvert City kilgitr. and Mrs. Curley Tyrie 11-13; Louisville,
weighted
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Wilson and center weighing 115. That led to t
May 12-14, and
Wallington, it •vas stat- a second encounter with golfers
104.
A'
later
ha
covered. His true weight:
Is rated as One of the top teams spent last Thursday in Hopkins- Paris, May 11-15. All dates
are
softball games will. be of that city, Milt Ashton, local Mrs. Charles Williams spent last
in the league.
made the grade at 105 and was sworn in.(AP
Thursday in Paducah.
by the local V P. W., pro, announced Wednesday.
inclusive.
.• .
c •

Work On School
Building Rushed

Group

To Visit Towns

Arrangements have been completed for the dedication of the
Caldwell County War Memorial
$400,000 hospital on Monday, May
14, with Governor Lawrence
Wetherby delivering the principal address, William L. Jones,
chairman of the dedication committee announced Wednesday.

Two Youths Of
County Honored
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the tracks carried the names of grade machinery, precision instruplumbing contractors in salesman ments and electrical equipment—
Loftus' territory. His ten-car all kingpins of a modern defense
freight was loaded with valves, effort.
pipes and malleable and cast iron
West German
coal . output
fittings. Visitors to the heating amounts to about 25 per cent of
Acres
Well
Located
In,
Or
Near
Princeton,
We Need 15-20
room at the Dayton branch got a all the coal produced in Western
tip-off of the manager's hobby Europe.
For Development And Building.
from the blueprint of a locomotive
Before the war the Germans
which was drawn by Loftus."
both produced and used 40 per
We Will Be At Henrietta Hotel
cent of European steel. Even with
Thursday-Friday, May 10-11
wartime bombing and postwar
dismantling, their great steel
works are grinding out 13,000,000
Please Submit What You Have To Offer, Or Information
tons of steel a year.
The steel industry is exporting
Leading to This Acreage.
180,000 tons of rolled products a
month—most of it to the west—
despite official protests that more
Farm folk from throughout steel should be retained for the
Kentucky have'been invited to at- home market.
Scottsville, KY.
We Sell The Earth
Western Germany is the major
tend the University of Kentucky's
Developers—Builders—Auctioneers
annual Commencement at which source in Europe of many chemiBonded National Certificates
Thomas P. Cooper, retiring dean cals needed by western defense
Leaders For 30 Years.
of the U. K. College of Agricul- plants.
Allied and German officials are
ture and Home Economics, will be
now planning the full mobilizahonored.
tion of West German industrial
Formal announcement will be
made at the luncheon of the establishment of the Thomas Poe
Cooper Agricultural Foundation, a
non-profit organization set up in
recognition of Dr. Cooper's contributions to Kentucky agriculture over the past 33 years. Dean
Cooper has reached the age of 70
and, in accordance with University policy, will be given a change
of duties on July I.
The luncheon honoring him
will be held at 1 p. m. (Central
Daylight Saving Time) Friday,
June 1, in the Student Union
building on the U. K. campus, as
part of the University's commencement activities. Tickets, at
$1.50 each, are being sold by all
county agricultural and home
demonstration agent s. Persons
planning to attend are urged to
get their tickets early as the number is limited.
Dr. Frank L. McVey, president
emeritus of the University, will
be the principal speaker at the
luncheon. Other events on the
program will include the presentation to Dean Cooper of gifts
from friends and presentation to
the University of bronze plaques
which will be placed on the U. K.
experiment station farms in commemoration of Dean Cooper's
achievements.
Ben Butler, Fayette County
agricultural agent, is chairman
the committee arranging t h
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Carter Realty Auction Company
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puhr Is Becoming

Luncheon Honors
Thomas P. Cooper
At UK On June 1

Washington
Letter
Washington — The nation is being urged to concentrate on better
understanding of feet. The National Foot Health Council is
sponsoring its 28th annual week,
May 19-28 on foot care.
Dr. Joseph Lelyveld, chairman
and founder of the council, says
this year's week will especially
point up foot care for men and
women employed in defense
plants and for those in the armed
services.
The council's program, he says,
is also directed to school children
with advice on the selection of
footwear to prevent foot defects
and defOrmities.
"Sore feet are a major cause
of absenteeism in industrial
plants, as well as errors, inefficiency and accidents," Dr. Lelyveld tell me.
He says that in 1940, it was
BATTLE VETERANS: Two Korean youngsters who have become estimated that sore feet cost inaccustomed to the noises of war raise their hands to protect their dustry more than $100,000,000 a
ears against concussion as "Leilani," an M-4 Allied tank, blasts year through inefficiency and faenemy-held positions south of the 38th parallel in Korea. The rag- tigue.
gedly-dressed boys appear unmindful of the dangers lurking in
"With the rising costs of matertheir front-line playground. This picture, just released, was made ials, increased wages, and producbefore Chinese launched their counterattack. (U. S. Army Photo tion, the present day loss is
via AP Wirephoto)
might behind the defense program.
As one step, U. S. economic aid
to Western Germany will be
pumped into firms that are producing for defense in order to expand output.
And the western allies probably will lift controls on such war
potential industries as steel,
shipyards, synthetic oil and rubber. Production of munitions still
will be outlawed.
Of equal importance with the
strategic products which the Germans are turning out is the fact
that west Germany is Western
Europe's one highly industrialized
country whose capacity is incompletely utilized, McCloy points
out.
Except for Italy and Belgium,
West Germany also is the only
West European country with a
pool of labor capable of expanding production for defense needs.
The Germans have over 1,500,000
registered unemployed—most of
them able to take defense jobs.
Thus, the outlook is that the
Ruhr,. which stoked the Kaiser's
and Hitler's war machines, will
become a strongpoint in Western
Europe's defense.

around $600,000,000 annually,
most of which could be eliminated through advice to workers on
the care of feet and the selection
of their footwear," he added.
Old, or run-over shoes, cause
the most trouble, he says. They
cause poor posture, contribute to
accidents, and make those corns
more painful. The people who
suffer most from bad feet are
store clerks, factory workers,
house painters, roofers, garage
mechanics, batters, truck drivers, industrial workers and even
dentists and nurses, he points out.
'The mail man has the best
feet," he says. "That's because
they take extreme care to keep
their feet comfortable and efficient. In contrast, barbers a n d
dentists have the most trouble.
Strange but true, policemen have
good feet, despite all the yarns
about flat feet."
He says no civil service examination would ever let a "flat
foot" on the police force.
A lot of firms have taken steps
to do something about the feet of
their employees, he adds. They
have introduced foot clinics to
their health departments, where a
chiropodist is on duty to direct
the foot care program.

Vocational School
Gives Show At Dotson
The Dotson High School, at 3
p. m., Sundays May 6, by means of
a revolving cabinet display, presented the trades offered at the
West Kentucky Vocational Training School, it is announced.
The school is the institution
supported by the state for the
training of youths in trades and
industries and is controlled by the
State Board of Education, of
which Mr. Rumsey Taylor is a
member. Auto mechanics, barbering, beauty culture, brick masonry, carpentry, chef cooking, dress
making, office practice shoe repairing, practical nursing, tailoring and woodworking are offered.
On the same afternoon the West
Kentucky Chorus presented a program of classics, spirituals and
choral speaking selections, under
the direction of Miss Mercedes
Walker. This was one of several
appearances the chorus has made
this season, it was stated.
When Canada, then New
France, took its first census in
1666 the country had 3,215 inhabitants.

UNCONOTTIONALLY GUARANTEED
Long-lasting beauty and service . . . a
thrilling gift to receive! FAITH watches ...
the uorld's only popularly priced watches with
I -year unconditional guarantee (except
crystal). See them today! FAITH watches
priced Its kw as $21.50
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LEcntrc power is the very heart of our
E
democracy. A country's might, today, is
more than ever dependent on its power. Electric
power. The power to produce the machinery for
war, and the power to continue producing for
civilian needs adds up to the difference.
In most countria today the governments have
little choice. They can produce for war, or they
can produce for their people. They can't do both.
They don't have what it takes.
In those countries the government owns the
production machinery, awns the industries, inchsding the electric power industry.

KENTUCKY
0

Liating Troia FellteliPe

But no American can forget that when this
country needs production strength, it is businessmanagement, always, that gets the job done.
The power to produce is all about us. Here in
Kentucky we have already instilled 135,000 kilowatts of new generating capacity, with an
additional 165,000 planned and some of the
construction started.
American production goals are high, but they
will be met.
And topped.
The electric power for chi'enormous job is ready.

UTILITIES COMPANY
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SECRETARIES WANTED
Lubbock, Tex. -- (AP) — Experience is more important than
college training to the secretary
Homemakers Schedule
a job. But most Important
seeking
May 10, 10 a. nc. Eddy Creek, are dependability, efficiency and
Mrs. J. A. Hemingway.
courtesy. Those were the results
May 11, 7:30 p. m., Lakewood, of a ppll conducted by the departMrs. Seldon Pruitt.
ment of economics of Texas
LubMay .11, 1:30 p. m. Eddyville Technological College of
business
to
talked
Willis.
Pollsters
E.
W.
bock.
Mrs.
road,
fields of law, insurMay 11, 7:30 p. m., Sandlick men in the
ance, oil and real estate.
road, Club House.
Thirty per cent of those conMay 14, 10 a. m., Quinn, Mrs.
tacted preferred secretaries with
Will Sigler.
business school training; 25 per
May 15, 1 p. m., Otter Pond, cent wanted some college train—
Community House, hostesses
ing; 23.3 per cent a college degree,
Mrs. Hyland Mitchell and Mrs. and 21.7 per cent a high school
Thomas White.
education.
May 16, 2 p m., Crider, Mrs.
A large majority-73.3 per cent
Floyd Dunbar.
—asked for secretaries with preMay 17, 2 p. m., Friendship, vious experience. Eleven per
Mrs. Shell Hunsaker.
cent said they preferred secretarMay 17, 1:30 p. m., Dawson ies with no experience.
road, Mrs. Clyde Clayton.
Knight, Misses Eliza Nall, Wilma
Vandiver and Ladd.
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Hopkinsville Road

Mrs. W. D. Armstrong was Hiliview
hostess to the Hopkinsville Road
The Hillview Homemakers met
'Homemakers on April 20 with 18 at the home of Mrs. Thurman
presvisitors
four
and
members
Majors on Tuesday, April 10, at
ent.
1:30 for the final lesson on sewing.
session,
business
After a brief
Mrs. Shellie Wyatt gave t h e
lesthe
Mrs. Don Boitnott gave
on putting in zippers, a
lesson
including
son on finishing dresses,
covering belt buckles.
and
hem
the putting in of zippers, making
Mrs. Erby Cruce and Mrs. Leaof belts, covering buckles and
elected to at'buttons. Mrs. Carl Cunningham mon. Stallins were
give the lessons
was in dharge of the recreation tend school and
on craft.
'program.
Refrennients 'were served to
Those present were Mesdames
s Fred Baker, Erby
Mesdame
C.
Jones,
B.
Link
,
Hollowell
E. H.
Darnell, Sheltie
Marvm
H.
Cruce,
Worrell,
D.
I.
dt,
F. Engelhar
and LeaJohnson, Otho Towery, Don BOit- Wyatt, Gordon Clayton
nott, Lester Paris, Carl Cunning- mon Stallins.
The club will met on May 8, at
ham, Auta Ladd, Hugh Murphy,
Cruce.
A. G. Butler, S. J. Lowry, Hugh 1:30 with Mrs. Extby
Goociwin, C. C. Bishop, Robert
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Catlett, W. D. Armstrong, R. Mc-
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Reds Will Bank On Speed
As Well As Power In 1951
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"It looks like we'll have the
(By Frank Eck)
Luke, "with
Tampa, Fla. — It took a year same infield," offers
'Virgil
it—that
admit
third,
to
on
Sewell
Hatton
for Luke
Grady
he sacrificed speed for power— Stallcup on short and Bobby Adwith the Cincinnati Reds. But
ams or Connie Ryan on second
Luke was new as Red manager
with Klue on first. Rookie Roy
coached
OF1
in 1950 even though ,he
McMillan might give the shortthe Reds the previous season.
•
a good battle.
ityl• Sill\
"We had fellows like Walker stop
"The outfield will find Joe AdCooper, Ron Northey, Danny LitMerriwhiler, Jimmy Bloodworth an d cock in left, either Lloyd
center and
Ted Kluszewski playing at t h e man or Bob Usher in
PUNCTUATED
in
seine time last spring," recalls the John Wyrostek in right. I'm
Usher
or
n
WITH
man who led the Browns to their hopes that Merrirna
I
only pennant in 1944. "Of course, will settle the center field job.
playKlue (Kluszewski) is faster than don't believe in switching
PETALS
you think."
right
against
hitting
n,
Merrima
And Kluszewski is the best left
No nicer 14 \ for
batted .258, one point
handed-hitting first baseman in handers,
Usher, w h o hit only
the National League. He ranked less than
shoes to be than
s.
y in the saddle, stands in the fourth in runs batted in last year against southpaw
WINNER OF THE ROSES: Count Turf, with Jockey Conn McCrear
with Petal -shaped
Derby at Louisville Saturday. Left with 111 while batting .307 and
winners circle after winning the 77th running of the Kentucky
DOG'S LIFE HAS POINTS
Sully, owner J. J. Amiel, others hitting 25 homers.
George
trainer
assistant
man,
d
over
the vamp. Ypil
identifie
an
are:
in
group
right
to
Ironville, Pa. -- (AP) — Free(AP Wirephoto)
"Now we've got some speed
are not identified. Count Turf paid its backers $31.20 for $2.
a lot today to "Sass,"
means
dom
the air-conditioned
with fellows like Hatton, Adcock,
a two-year-old mongrel dog.
Graduation Exercises
Wyrostek, Merrimen and Usher.
of
this white [either
imprisdays
31
survived
"Sass"
Adcock couldn't get started last
Announced At Dotson
onment in a nine-inch roadside
of
ities
potential
The Rev. H. J. Johnson, pastor spring. He h,s
drainage pipe.
being a real good hitter. He has a
He'd probably be there yet if a
of the C. M. E. Church at Trenton
eye.
good
passerby hadn't finally heard his
will deliver the baccalaureate ad"We really were slow last year
and dug him out.
dress at the Dotson High School and there was a general inconsis- weak yelps
"Sass" was in bad condition but
at 3 p. m., Sunday, May 13, it is tency in our hitting."
he recovered quickly on a diet of
announced.
. For his. pitching, Luke is warmeà raw eggs and goilk six
The commencement' exercises counting on' twell Blackwell, times daily, as ordered by hii vetwill be held on Wednesday even- Herman Wehmeier, Ken Raffens- erinarian. Now he's back to a noring, May 18. A. E. Meyzeek, a berger, Willie (The Knuck) Rams- mal dog's life once again.
We now 'have the complete re- out political corruption.
member of the State Board of dell and Howie Fox as his five
c
that
axiomati
is
almost
It
port of the Kefauver Crime Inn, and a retired teacher regular starters. Others who will
Educatio
The U. S. farm plant—land,
ly
moderate
even
vestigation Committee, and it where you find
e school system af- stick appear to be Harry Perkow- buildings, livestock and equipLouisvill
the
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wasn't a disappointment in any open gambling — handbook
de50 years of service, will
ski, Ed Erautt, Jim Blackburn, ment is estimated to be worth
dice games or both—you find a ter
way.
time,
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police
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Its greatest value, though,
The public is invited to attend Blackburn looks like the solid
the
by
off
bought
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a
or
not in what it had to report. Most
the programs which will be held rookie. He won 21 games at Tulsa.
vice interests.
of us knew about these things,
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in the school auditorium. The
n,
protectio
s
have
must
Gambler
anyhow. It was in the recommenschool will close May 23, it was says Sewell, "but we're hoping
serpublic
crooked
means
which
dations of that report. ParticularBob Sheffing will be all right. He
vants. Honest public officials and stated.
ly the recommendations for local
had bone chips removed from his
policemen will not tolerate vice.
ies.
communit
Hal Boyle, famous Associated arm last September. John PraAnd honest ones close it down
There was a very real warning and keep it closed dawn.
Press war correspondent and col- mesa has improved tremendousa good hitwhich should be taken strongly to
It is an unfortunate thing that umnist, started as an office boy ly. He is strong and
heart by everyone who takes any few members of grand juries re- in the Kansas City office of The ter." Pramesa batted .307 in 74
games in 1950..
sort of pride in being an Ameri- alize the vast powers that they Associated Press.
can citizen—and who would like have. Actually, the grand jury is
to continue as a free member of the people's direct control over
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and Mrs. George Stevens, and
•Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Stevens attended the Kentucky Derby at
The Faithful Workers Sunday
Mrs.-E. W. Hawkins and daugh-'
School ,Class of White Sulphur ters, Vicki and Valerie, of Durant, Louisville Saturday.
met at the home of Mrs. Frank Miss., spent last week with her
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Boaz and
Young, Tuesday evening, April mother, Mrs. Marvin Cummins, son, Sandy, returned here last
24.
and Mr. Cummins at Cedar Bluff. Friday after spending the winter
Mrs. E. Y. B. Foster, Greenville, month's, in Florida.
Mrs. Robert Fra lick brought the
devotional with songs, prayer and spent Sunday in Princeton with
Local County Club
B&PW Members Attend
Mrs. C. F. Engelhardt
Captain and Mrs. Harry Joiner,
her family, including her brothscripture reading.
Jr., and children,' Harry Mason
Bridge Group Meets
Hopkinsville Banquet
New Sorority Director
Mrs. James Sons and Mrs. El- er, Harry Joiner, Jr., who left and Mary, left Sunday for NorMrs. Hewlett Morgan and Mrs. Ten members of the Princeton
this week for the Army.
Mrs. Shelby Pool was hostess wood Rogers gave the Bible
drill
walk, Wisconsin, where Captain
Busines
Profess
s and
ional Worn- to the Alpha Tau Chapter, Beta and Bible quiz.
Mr. and Mrs. William CulbeftMary Florence Mason were coJoiner will he stationed at Camp
hostesses to the bridge group of en's Club attended the Hopkins- Sigma Phi sorcirity, at her home
Ten members responded to roll son and children, Elizabeth Ann McCoy.
and Billy, of Huntington, West
the Princeton Golf and Country ville Business and Professional on East Market street, May 3.
call with Bible verses.
Hershel Whitford, Egan street,
Club, Wednesday afternoon, May Women's Club 20th anniversary
Officers installed for the comRefreshments were served to Virginia, have returned to their
who is stationed with the Mabanquet at the Christian County ing year were
home
after
2,
visit
a
with
her
parMrs. Glenn Bright, Mesdames James Sons, Elwood
rines art Paris 'Island, S. C., represident; Mrs. Roy Rowland, Jr:, Rogers, Robert Fralick, William ents, Mr. and Mrs. Gene ChandPrizes were awarded to Mrs. Farm Bureau Saturday.
turned to Paris Island Friday afThey
were
Misses Mary Wil- vice-president; Miss JoAnne Ber- Rogers, Johnny Lane, Marshall ler, Maple avenue.
Woodruff, Dawson Springs, and
Mr. 0. M. Shultz, Jr., Craw- ter a week's visit in Princeton.
son Eldred, Virginia Hodge, Pain- ry, recording secretary; Mrs. Vir- Rogers, Frank Young,
Mrs. Willard Moore.
Edward
Mr. Lige Cook, of West Main,
fordsville, Ark., spent Sunday
ells Gordon, Virginia McCaslin, gil Woodall, corresponding secre- Young, Bertie Grace
A dessert course was served to
Sons, and
with his parents, Rev. and Mrs. was a business visitor in LouisMesdames Harry Joiner, Jr., Rob- and Mesdames Arney T. Rawls, tary; Mrs. John Aikins, treasurer; Pauline Paris.
Vera Rosenthal, Julia Martin and and Mrs. Robert Gordon, extenThe next meeting will be held 0. M. Shultz, Hopkinsville street. ville Monday.
ert Key!!, Earl Hollowell, RumMae
Blades.
Mr. ,and Mrs. Jack Brown and
Mrs. Harry Geerge, Paducah,,
sion
Tuesda
officer.
y night, May 29, at the
, sey Taylor, Jr., Hugh Cherry,
daughter, Becky, left Thursday spent the weekend with her
Bert Keeney, Rube McKnight, These members together with
Out going officers are Mrs. Jor- home of Mrs. Elwood Rogers.
for Ft. Knox after a visit with daughter and family, Mr. and
Craddock Jaggers, Willard Moore, the Misses Atha Stallins, Busch dan Murray, president; Mrs. C.
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wylie Mrs. William Lynn and Tommy.
Curtis Coleman, Ralph Blazier, Cummins and Carwin Cash at- W. Scott, vice-president; Mrs. Bil- Phebean Class
Meets
Brown and Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Mrs. Herschel Stephens and
and Weise and Woodruff, of Daw- tended a breakfast the next ly Robinson, recording secretary;
Hopper. Mr. Brown has been Mrs. H. M. Johnson spent last
morning at the 41 Club.
Mrs. Robert Williamson, corres- With Mrs. Tom Brown
son Springs.
transfer
red
from
Ft.
Campbe
ll to Thursday in Hopkinsville.
The Phebean class of the White
cream .were served to Rosie ponding secretary; Mrs. Fred McSulphur Baptist Church met Ft. Knox.
Mr. and Mrs. W. 0. Mitchell,
Birthday Party Given
Mitchell, Sue McConnell, Bette Connell, treasurer; and Mrs. RobMiss Frances Dawson and Mrs.
Tuesday, April 24, at the home of
and Pat Mahan, Glenda and Har- ert Gordon, extension officer.
Ralph Wright, Greenville, attend- Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell See and
Betty Pettit Monday
Mrs.
Tom
Brown.
Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, who has
Mrs. William Rumpel, of Califor.
riet Morgan, Ann Randolph, SuBarbara Cartwright directed ed the Kentucky Derby, at Louis- nia and Hopkinsville, were visMrs. George Pettit entertained sie Crider,
Rena Pettit, Judy and served as cultural director for the the
Saturda
ville,
y.
They
were
acdevotional period and Mrs.
Monday afternoon at her home on Sylvia
itors in the home of Mrs. Lucille
Feaster, and Nancy Shore. past three years, was made an
Tom Brown conducted the Bible companied to Fort Knox by Mrs
Eddyville road in honor of the
Mrs. Pettit was assisted by honorary member and Mrs. C. F.
W.C.
Sparks,
Jr.,
who
visited
her
quiz with each member drawing
birthday of her daughter, Betty. Mrs. R.
G. Morgan, Mrs. John Engelhardt was elected as a new
husband. •
RefreShments of cake and ice Mahan and
director to work with Mrs. Lis- a slip of paper on which was writMrs. Feaster.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James E. Wells
ten a Bible character's name.
anby.
Then, taking turns each member and daughter, of Erin, Tenn.,
Mrs. Robert Gordon presented
drew and gave a brief sketch of spent the weekend with relatives
two of her expression pupils, Edthe life of the character written and friends in the city and county.
win Williamson and Betty Lou
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Shultz,
on the paper.
Cash, as the prograln.
Paducah, spent the weekend with
. The 'business session was
called
Mrs. Pool served a dessert to ordir with
their parents, Rev. and Mrs. 0. M.
the 12 members
course to Mesdames John Aikins, answering
roll call with a Bible Shultz and Mr. and Mrs. R. Roy
Glenn Bright, Robert Gordon, quotation.
They were Mrs. Roy Towery.
James Guess, James Hodge, Billy Francis, Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Weeks spent
Mrs. James Riley,
Robinson, Roy Rowland, Jr., C. W. Mrs. Tom
Brown, Mrs. Louard the weekend at Kentucky Lake
Scott and Miss JoAnne Berry.
Barnes, Doris George, June Keel, with Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Crass,
Mildred Keel, Bettie J. Faughn of Murray.
, Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Stevens, Mr.
Dorothy Cash, Sylvia Lane, MinMrs. Loftus Hostess
nie M. Cartwright, and Barbara
To Bridge Club Friday
Hostess To Sewing Club Cartwright.
Mrs. Joseph Loftus was hostess
Mrs. Raymond Brown was
Refreshments were served imto her bridge club at her horde on
mediately after the business ses- hostess to her sewing club last
Eagle street, May 4, at 7:30
Friday night at her home on
sion.
o'clock.
The class will meet with Mrs. orth Highland avenue. Those
Prizes were awarded to MesRoy Francis, Jr., Tuesday night, ;resent included Mesdames Rusdames Bill Childress, Rumsey
INSURANCE IS OUR
sell Goodaker, Robert Drake,
May 29, at 7:30.
Taylor, Jr., James Walker and
Delmar Shortt, Randolph HutchBUSINESS
Nfaytie C. Jones.
inson, W. E. Willis, Robert ParsA dessert course was served So Birthday party Given
ley and Lowry Caldwell.
Mesdames Craddock Jaggers, Wil- For Becky
Barrett, 4
lard Moore, Cooper Crider, Jack
, Mrs. Eugene Barrett entertai
n- Church Honors Three
Crider, L. J. Bryant, Gordon
ed at her home Friday afterno
on National Guard Membe
Lisanby, Billy McCaslin, E. L.
rs
honoring her daughter, Becky,
Williamson, Bill Childress, RumThe congregation of the Cumwho celebrated her fourth birthsey Taylor, Jr., James Walker,
berland Presbyterian Church honday.
Curtis Coleman, Maytie C. Jones,
The afternoon was spent play- ored their three members leaving
and
Misses
Mary Loftus and ing
S. HARRISON
games and each one present for the armed forces with a potMary Wilson Eldred.
received a balloon with candy luck dinner May 3, at 6:30 o'clock,
Phone 2620
Princeton, Ky.
in the Masonic building.
and bubble gum.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Walker,
Mrs. Marvin Hamilton, of Kut- Larry Wilson, Tommy Hunter
North Harrison, sprnt Sunday in
tawa, assisted with the refresh asid Bob Riley .were each present,
Evansville.
ed with a pigskin shaving kit.
ments.
Children present were Gordon They left Princeton Tuesday with
Nichols, Peggy Hollowell, Tony the 201 Battalion, National Guard.
Catlett, Brenda Anderson, Danny
Dodge, Roger Towery, Tommie
Lynn Glover, Monty Fitts, PatHughes, Brad Barrett, and the
tie Stone, Melva Williamson,
Bon- guest of honor.
nie Keeney, Rollie Young,
JimSending gifts were Tommy
mie Sherrill, Katherine Blanche
Lynn, Don Evans Russell, and
Smith, Alice Heaton, Yvonne
Keith Cash,
Mrs. Young Hostess' To
Sunday School Class
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SOUND INSURANCE
For sound life insurance consult The C. A,
Woodall Insurance Agency. It may already be

chrtitian Church.

bhe:irtary Pro
the me
that
ined
ros
od represent W
ultisa
Sattatei,oc
at
contest
eon

later than you think, so why not get a policy now
that would take care of you when you get
old,
while you are still in the pink.
For further information concerning your
surance needs of every description get in

in.
touch

.1'e;sirPrel:1 :°L.

9u°YcillfziaTnnatrtiCi:kslAbtHPassasrllicie.triHnjwfi.oael3hrrilrnyil

with - - -

C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency
Established
PHONE 2441
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MOTHER'S DAY IS MAY 13th

FORGOT TO TAKE IT EASY.
INSTEAD HE TOOK A CHANCE.

41,

polo
.75

PLAY SAFE - CALL II:!

THIS 1511!

O
sallber$ GiVe

Club Pr4rain

for MOTHER

HE DROVE AN AUTOMOBILE AND

II 6

Hammond and family this weekend.
Miss Mary Wilson Eldred and
Mrs. Dique Eldred spent Tuesday
in Nashville, Tennessee. They
were accompanied home by Miss
Prudence Polk of Nashville.

10, 19

S

'WONDER 011
and
at same
or quickly
to On.
over

&EA.? 4c,
-biggest oven in any
household range

THE LAST WORD IN

COME IN? ASK ABOUT
IL THE NEW FRIG10Allt
MSC RANGFS, NOW

cConnel

1
RAYON BEMBERG
SHEERS

2091

PRIZED FOR THE DRESS UP
LOOK, COOL FEELING . . . NO
AGE LIMIT
Treasured because of their soft muted colors, gentle lines, refreshing prints. Be-

Come By One Day This Week
And
Take Her Something From The
Fine
Selection Of Her Favorite Gift - - FLOWERS

Bed, Chest, Dresser or Vanity
In Beautiful Blonde Oak...
or Rich Walnut... van en
au.du

misses and half sizes.

Cut Flowers:

Now --for the first time—we can offer
you the lost and best
word no modern functional bedroom witel This
is gif Only
Mode-Crest by Coleman of Virginia hos so malty
ing features and sells at such a modest price! WI inoutstandular blonde finish, with an alternate choice of richthe popwalnut
And, of courser, it's dustproof with easy-sliding,
center.
guided drawers, of oak interiors. Copper
-backed.
plot.
gloss mirrors.

All the seasonal flower

s
51 Gauge - 15 Denier
ALWAYS FIRST QUALITY
AND ONLY AT PENNE
Y'S

Corsages:
of roses, carnations

OPEN STOCK...Buy One or Two
Pieces, or a Complete Suite

and

$

is

Choice of hundreds and hundr
eds of smort
budget wise women!
Because they know i!
pays to buy first qualit hosier
y
y. Perfect
fining, ultra sheer. Mothe
r will love them
Sizes 8/
1
2- 1 1 .

gardenias

Potted Plants:

Thro suite .be,. Aluvroror on. way of
ortengwg any nwobor .4th. 14 en4.1
able places. Cheour the ono. rou.ord
I...,, *ow below
paying only for
what you nowt, Thai's how yo. sew.
whew buying from open +inch, the
"Moda-Crow-

HAND BAGS

VANITY AND
MIRROR
141430
CHEST $41/1.54

DOUBLE
DRESSER

Bill

ALTON N. TEMPLETON
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
"44 YEARS OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE"
PHONE 2035
NIGHT 3495

STYLE-MART
S
He'll be proud in a
ha
'
,Cored double
breast
Okie flan.nel suit
or sOSS
ot the
numerous shades
°I sharkns,
single a
orsysted models
Or
uni of rayon:
sport c
sre smart and
snappy;
"5°1 and rayon

MUNsiNG
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ramerwewp and

All the old favorites

Mix Boxes —Bird Baths
GAZING GLOBES - POTTERY - URNS

FURNITURE DEALERS

cause they're sheer heaven to wear . . .
and easy to laundry. Your sive is here:

FOR MOTHER
Circular Knit

1.98 to 3.98

RAYON GOWNS

In Styles and Colors
She'll Adore.

With all the dainty
Mom loves.

Only

2 for 3.00
Asstd. Colors.

trim

LADIES'

RAYON
PANTIES
33c
OPPORTUNITY
DAY VALUE.

PONEER

cuff-links

JEW

sad Tit

ENO SHI
dtslo pad owl la
"
1 "40144is, myelin

Well Cut, Smooth
Fitting.
Small;Mecl., Large

J.C.Penney Co.Inc
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THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Mrs. Robert Osborne
Accepts New Position

Members Give
lub Program

Leader Congratulates

Mr. and Mrs. James Edward
Mrs. Robert E. Osborne, the
Egbert, Route 3, Dawson Spring*,
Mr. Hari y Randolph, Albuformer Nancy. Ann Cardin, has
querque, New Mexico, is spend- on the birth of a son, Roger Dale,
been working for the state highing a week in the home of Mr. and April 24.
way department in the position of
• • •
Mrs. Ralph Randolph, Washingstorekeeper since May I.
ton street. Saturday he attended
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Randolph
Also at the meeting Edward the Kentucky Derby, at Louis- Baker, Route 2, on the birth of a
Lander, educational director for ville, with Mr. Dugan Ordway, daughter, Joann, April 23.
the Kentucky division, American Fredonia.
• • •
Cancer Society, from Lexington,
Dr. and Mrs. K. L. Barnes atMr. and Mrs. John Russell Cox,
gave a brief talk on the Society's tended the Kentucky Derby at Fredonia, on the birth of a eon,
program for cancer victims.
Louisville Saturday. They were
Russell Cox, April 27.
Joseph Mann, claim agent for accompanied by Dr. and Mrs. W. Charles
• • •
the I. C. railroad, was introduced C. Parsons of Birmingham, AlaMrs. Henry Clay CumMr.
and
as a new member of the club.
anis. While in Lotiisville they
visited with Mrs. Barnes' sister, mins, 411 East Market, on the
esent besides Billy Joe
Mr. Guy E. Martin ,and daugh- Mrs. W. E. Duiquid, and family. birth of a son, Dean Anthony
d Maddox were Ellis
Billy Martin, Bernard ter, Miss Mary Bert Martin, of
Mr. and Mrs. Olin Leftwich, Cummins, April 27.
• • •
, Billy Pat Hart, Ozell Chicago, Illinois, are visiting Mrs. of Hayti, Missouri, spent last
oy Hooks, John Hart, Carl Cunningham and Mrs. J. H. Thursday with Mr. and Mrs. HarMr. and Mrs. James Hafford
Steger.
..ocian Hall. ,
old Wilson, Highland avenue.
Johnson, Cerulean, on the birth
jArs. John Baker, of Hopkins- of a daughter, Sandra June,
is a guest of Mr. and Mrs. April 26.
• • •
Hewlett Morgan and daughter,
Glenda, Hopkinsville street.
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Cook, Route
Mrs. William Lynn and son, 1, Cobb, on the birth of a daughTommie, are spending this week ter, Brenda Ann, April 20.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
r • •
'Mr. and Mrs. William Robert
Harry George at Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dalzell and Rich, 202 Ratliff, on the birth of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wilson at- a son, RObert Dale, April 16.
Att
tended the flower show at Padu• Cook-Master Oven Control
Mr. and Mrs. °Joseph Ethridge,
cah Sunday.
MESE
• Rodiantube Surface Units
Route 31 on the birth of a son,
Mrs. Dixie Vivian, West MarCharles Edwin, April 16.
DELUXE
• High-Speed Broiler, waist-high
ket street, has returned home af• • •
ter a visit in Oklahoma City with
• Porcelain finish, inside and out
FEATURES
Mr. and Mrs. George Russell
her daughter, Mrs. L. B. BabPowell, 310 North Seminary, on
• Full-Width Storage Drawer
cock.
the birth of a son, Michael Dougand Mrs. Willard Moore
las, April 28.
and children have returned home
.• •
after a visit with his sister in
r. and Mrs. John Euel Eison,
Phoenix, Arizona, and a tour dl
Jes 204 North Cave, on the birth
the western coast.
of a daughter, Cheryl 'Ann,
Mr. and Mrs. John S. HutcheApril 29.
son, Sr., of Corbin, were week—cook for a crowd
• • •
end
visitors
of
their
son
and
famin a hurryl
Mr. and Mrs Thomas Davis,
ily, Mr. and Mrs. John S. HutcheGlenwood, Icnva, on the birth of
son, Jr., Highland avenue.
a son, Clinton Edward, born April
Mr. and Mrs. Fred McConnell
30.
returned Sunday to their home at
• • •
Atlanta, Georgia, after spending
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Granstaff,
several days in Princeton visiting
321 South Seminary, on the birth
relatives.
of a son, Larry Joseph, May 6.
Mrs. Charles Fleming, of Chicago, Illinois, and Mrs. Byron
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Amos McWilliams spent last Tuesday in Gowan, Route 2, Fredonia, on the
Paducah with Mr. and Mrs. Raybirth of a daughter. Betsy Susan,
Model RO-60
mond Shultz.
May 3.
$364.75
Mrs. Herschel Stephens has re• • •
:
75 turned from a two-week visit
so-so $337
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Lester
!net shown,
with her daughter, Mrs. George Morse, Route 1, Fredonia, on the
Klinker, Jr., at Lockport, Illibirth of a daughter, Wanda Lee,
nois.
May 3.
Donald Patmor. student at
• • •
Western Kentucky College, BowlMr. and Mrs. Hubert Malcolm
ing Green, is spending a week Boone, Fredonia, on the birth of
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. a son. Donald Franklin, April 30.
L. L. Patmor, West Main. ,
• • •
Mrs. T. A. Macy, Tacoma,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Gray, EdWash., is visiting the families of dyville, on the birth of a daughA. J. and J. M. Spickard of the ter, Carolyn, May 4.
city and county. She is the former
• • •
Miss Leon Donaldson of this
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Mearle
county and is at home for the Ashton, on the birth of a son,
first time in 40 ,years. She is ac- Robert Lester Ashton, May 5.
companied by Mrs. P. L. Doughtery.
ANO RECITAL SET
Mrs. T. A. Macy and Mrs. P. L.
Mrs. Everett Cherry will preTacoina,
Wash.;
Doughteey, of
sent her high school students in a
Mrs. H. H. Kunnecke, Calvert piano recital Tuesday, May 15, at
City; Mrs. Roy Clitt, Kuttawa, 7:30 p. m., at the George Coon
ME IN! ASK ABOUT
and Mrs. Percy Pruett and Mrs. Library.
4
THE NEW FRIGIDAIRE
Model 80-35 $214.75 Paul Dorroh were dinner guests
The public is invited.
Childress,
(not shuwn) RO $178.75 of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
TRIC RANGES, NOW,
r. and ?Ars. L. E. Creasey, of
Highland avenue, Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Creasey and loridi., visited Mr. and Mrs C.
sons, of Oconomowoc, Wisconsin, H. Creasey, West Main. They were
. visited Mr. Creasey's mother and both visitors of Mrs. Mary Towfather, Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Crea- ers. and Miss Alta Towery in the
W. Market Street seY, this past week.
northern part of the county.
2091
a. Pieree, Butler FFA
and eight other FFA.
,tel their instructor,
ele, presented the
the regular meeting
Club Tuesday night
t Christian Church.
• ox, prior to the pro'Parliamentary Procedained that the members
uld represent Western
at the State Chapter
contest at Louisville

w FRIGIDAIRE

SUFFERS BROKEN WHIST
ATTEND FUNERAL
Miss Fannie Newsom, HopkinsOut-of-town people attending
the funeral for James B. Wood ville road, suffered a broken left
were Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Wood, wrist last Friday afternoon when
Memphis, Tennessee; Mr. and
Mrs. J. Black Humphries, Mrs. dhe slipped and fell after a showJohn Cook and Mrs. Sally McClendon, Mayfield; Mr. W C.
Broadbent, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Humphries, and Miss Lurline
Humphries, Cadiz; Mr. J. Locke
Humphries, Mrs. Hugh Hammond,
ELLIS RESIGNS AS COACH
Mr. Thomas Hammond, and Miss.
Ray Ellis, former coach at
Gip Watkins, Hopkinsville; and
Madisonville HigliSchool, resign- Mrs. Jack Dalton, Pittsburgh,
ed Monday as assistant coach at Pennsylvania.
Georgia Tech. He will join his
brother, Delbert Ellis, in the autoMrs. W. H. Guion, Russellville,
mobile business at LaGrange, is spending several days with her
Ky. Ellis married the former Miss daughter and family, Mr. and
Martha Steger of this city.
Mrs. Ed Johnstone.

SUFFERS SPRAINED WRIST
Jimmie Hodge suffered a badly
sprained arm last Thursday afternoon while working at his home
on Groom street. His :condition is
reported satisfactory but he will
be forced to carry the injured arm
in a sling for several days, a
member of the family reported.

13th

rt,

REAL ESTATE & INS. AGENCY
Consult Us If You Are In the
Market For A Farm, House
And Lot.

v-nle

Iectric Ranges

OM 5.90- 14

uality
LONS
$1

STYLE-MART SUITS
11 he proud in a handsomely
'lored, double-breasted

dark

• flannel suit or smart in one

CO.I
ckY

Now — Every Seat A Cool

TONIGHT and FRIDAY

SUN. & MON.,MAY 13-14
For Something special bring
Mother to see this great Bob
Hope comedy! Make it a
family affair!

A LAUGH SMASH!
Damon Runyon's Comedy About the Zany Guys
and Dolls Along the Mom Stem!

LOOK OUT!
LOOK WHO'S BACK...
TO KEEP YOU IN AN
UPROAR OF LAUGHTER!

HAROLD
LLOYD
'Add

Wednesd
JIMMY CONLIN • RAYMOND WALIURN
RUDY VALUE • EDGAR KENNEDY
ARLINE RIDGE • FRANKLIN PANGIORN
LiONLL SLANDER
•ed Wraith", FRANCES RANSOM

HITS!

LLOYD NOUN • NIDREA KING • JANE UMW.• FRED PAM

TUES. & WED.,MAY 15-16
Make an Amazing Voyage Into Outer Space'...
A Thrilling Journey Into The Unknown!

"ARIZONA TERRITORY"

if will bear the distinction arid
quality preferred by them .

PLUS! FEATURE NO.

sharkskins, single and double
asted models. Or cool in a,
it of rayon: sport coats, that

— featuring —
Come in today and choose his gift
from our long line of nationally

featuring

Richard CROMWELL -- Marsha HUNT

advertised brands. Here are just

ol and rayon.

a few suggestion-s.

MUNS1NG

Added!
NO. B "INVISIBLE MONSTER"
CARTOON — "BED-HEADED MONKEY"

WEAR
AND BOTANY

Wood Brothers

MICAS WEIRS :ET

ENRO PAJAMAS

7e7icofor

In beautiful colors and patterns.

of suede, Plain or tooled
with plain or initialed

r

les. Alm the new Missiles-

Plus!
SELECT PROGRAM OF SRORTS

THUR. & WED., MAY 15-16

Ties that are sure to please in
besuitiful fancies and solids in aH
styles and colors.

ENRO SHIRTS
dress and sport in nylons.
adcloths, rayons and mai.

TEX-TAN - - PIONEER

Osa MASSEN
Lloyd BRIDGES
Noah BERRY Jr.

WEMBLEY,REGAL

LADIES'

RTUNITY
DAY VALUE.
11 Cut, S
Fitting.
fi,"Med.;`,

Comfort
Just Solid Cool Retreat!

WHIP WILSON

from our store, you are assured
they will be proud of it . . . and

Underwear and Socks

RAYON
PANTIES
33c

No Draft!... No Chill!....

2 ACTION

the numerous shades and 6tyles

smart and snappy; slacks in

ndreds of
se they knot(
osiery. P0
will love tiO

AIR CONDITIONED

SATURDAY, MAY 12

Recognized throughout the nation
as the finest in clothing and furnishings. When you buy a gift

priced

NOW Scieakiicaat

Added Enjoyment!
BUGS BUNNY in "EIGHT BALL BUNNY"
MUSICAL — JERRY GRAY'S BAND OF TODAY
—IN THE NEWSREEL—
BEN HOGAN WINS MASTERS GOLF

The Brand
Names They
Prefer ...

ALVES

Hosiery

Try a Leader Classified Ad!

C. A. WOODALL

lave

R

er of rain on the sidewalk near
Newsom's Store on East Main.
Her condition was reported satisfactory Wednesday.

RUGBY
Swim trunks, fancy or solids I.
taste:, gabardine, rayon and styles combination.

STYLE-RITE
Robes of nylon and meta* silks,
terry cloth and scornackers.

I'D GLIM
THE HIGHEST
MIMIC:11E1
4MIL=M21
::=.1

,

''``"

•

',sr,.

!•
/
.
Audie MURPHY • Brian DONLEV . Marguerite CHAPMAN
PLUS! COMEDY

—

CARTOON

—

NEWSREEL

Thursda ,Ma 10,1
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gigs Between
kes Keep See(

News FromThe Past

theme
hopes, dreams and amottiona of
News representing lives,
ll county almost
Caldwe
and
ton
Prince
of
ce
who made up the popula
of Twicenowhere but in the yellowed files
40 years ago recorded
hed as a regular Leader
publis
be
will
years
re.
A-Week Leader of those
reproduced Just as the Princeton
feature. The articles are
the century, wrote them.
of
turn
the
after
"
shorn
porters.
and Illias- city. Missouri, Arkansas
Jan. 14, 1996. The 1935 total
on to Kentucky,
additi
for
in
county
nois,
ll
Caldwe
sessment in
property were points covered. Mr. W. L.
the 1996 taxes show all
with Davis kept a complete record of
779,
$4,377,
assessment to be
old the party's tratvelk. The party
househ
exemptions taken for
ing
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
ock and other was composed of the follow
livest
ure,
furnit
pastor
ido,
men: Uncle
Rev. Floyd Loperf
property to be $135,926. well remembered
al
person
SUNDAY
Clay Rice, W. P. Henry, Cal
• • •
Eb
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
Stevens, Charles Dawson,
night
sday
Wedne
e
.1 Jan. 17, 1936.
10:45 a.m. Morning Servic
Garrett, W. L. Davis
John
,
Smith
B.
A.
nor
Gover
at 6:27 o'clock
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
and Silas Kevil (colored cook).
"Happy" Chandler signed a bill
WEDNESDAY
Mr. Davis is the only living memread
e repealing the sales tax and
7:00 p.m. Mid-Week Servic
ber of the party.
uunpop
the death warrant of the
8:15 p.m. Choir Practice
• • •
lar 3 per cent levy which has
Jan. 24, 1936. The eleventh ancaused so. much discussion the
OGDEN METHODIST
Pastor past yeas-.
nual state-wide spelling bee will
Rev. Joseph H. Callender,
o'clock
be held here Saturday with the
9:45
,
School
h
Churc
k
o'cloc
ing 22 entries already list
28,
t
10:45
follow
Augus
p,
On
Worshi
1938.
21,
Jan.
Morning
ship,
e Greer, Anna Louise
Fellow
s
Georg
ed:
hunter
ton
Youth
Prince
of
Methodist
1889, a party
Cox, Franklin
James
,
s
Bryant
wagon
d
covere
purchased two
6 o'clock
, Margaret F.
Evans
k
Paul
,
o'cloc
Vinson
Com7:30
are
p,
Hardw
Evening Worshi
from the Ratliff
, RegiChoate
ine
7
Kather
e,
on
,
Servic
ri
Smith
ng
Missou
Wednesday Eveni
pany and headed for
Bessie James, Jessie
a hunting trip that covered 794 nald Haile,
o'clock
Norman Woodall, Irmiles before returning to this Mae Riley,
ene Haile, Oscar Lee Marshall,
FIRST BAPTIST
H. G. M. Hatter, Pastor
Maverine Morse, L. J. Hogan,
a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
9:45 a. m. Sunday School
Melville Tosh, and Eloise Young.
Training Union 6:30 p. m.
10:50 a. m. Morning Service
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m.
• • •
6:15 p.m. Training Union
Jan. 28, 1936. Maverine Morse
ip
ND
Worsh
ERLA
ng
CUMB
FREDONIA
7:30 p. m. Eveni
was winner of the spelling bee
y, PRESBYTERIAN
Hour of Prayer—Wednesda
here last Saturday. Reginal Hall
Pastor
ton,
Rev. Ray Wiggin
7:30 p. m.
of Cobb was the runner up.
m.
a.
Sunday School 9:45
• • •
,
OLIC
CATH
m.
ST. PAUL'S
Youth Fellowship, 6:15 p.
1938. The following
4,
Feb.
third
PRINCETON
Preaching each first and
news item appeared in the .CourCUCHURCH Or THE IMMA
Sunday, 11:00 a. m.
ier-Journal, the state's largest
EARLLATE CONCEPTION,
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m. newspaper: "Princeton operated
INGTON
on a cash basis during 1935, reFirst, third and fifth Sundays, FREDONIA FIRST
tired several thousand dollars of
RIAN
BYTE
.
PRES
o'clock
8
at
Mass
old debts, and ended the year
m.
a.
ys,
10:00
Sunda
School
y
fourth
Sunda
and
Second
p. m. with a surplus in all funds, the
7:00
Wed.
e
servic
r
Praye
....
o'clock
Mass at 10:00
annual city audit showed. More
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.
than $26,000 has been paid on the
CHURCH OF CHRIST
principal of the municipal in202 West Locust Street
OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOSdebtedness during Mayor Cash's
Lige Cook, Minister
PITAL CHAPEL
Bible study Sunday, 10:00 a.m. six years administration."
First, third and fifth Sundays,
• • •
Preaching and communion each
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
s,
Sunday
fourth
Tn.
Miss Dixie LeonP.
11:00
and
y,
1936.
Sunda
Feb. 4,
Second
Evening service 7:00 p. m.
ard Towery had the honor of apMass at 8 o'clock.
Bible study Wed. 7:00 p. m.
pearing on the Hopkinsville Lions
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
Rev. William Borntraeger is
Club's luncheon program recentBAPTIST
ly as guest reader.
pastor and the Rev. Richard MIDWAY
Rev. 0. G. Priddy, Pastor
• •.
lements is assistant pastor.
Services every Sunday
Congratulations are due to the
FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
Sunday School 1000 a. m.
"A" students who are: Betsy
all
)
pastor
l,
Woodal
m.
a.
Reed
11:00
(Rev.
Preaching
Anderson, Nancy Catlett, ElAnn
y
Sunda
every
m.
p.
School
6:00
Sunday
Training Union
, Virginia Ladd, James
Baekr
len
m.
p.
afternoon at 2:30.
Evening service 7:00
Bromley and Crittenden Lowry.
Preaching every second and
fourth Sunday afternoons at EDDY CREEK BAPTIST
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
2:30.
Predicts Space Ships
Prayer meeting every Satur- Preaching each first and third In The Near Future
p.m.
7:15
Sunday, 11:00 a.m. and
day at 7:30 p. m.
Canberra — (AP) — Dr. David
Sunday School every Sunday
ST
E
BAPTI
HSID
NORT
F. Martyn, an Australian scientist,
a. m.
10:00
here
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett, pastor
Prayer meeting each Wednes- says some of us may be
Radio Service, Sunday at 7:30 day preceding first and third Sun- when robot space ships are flying
11. M.
round the moon. He told a reSunday School-9:45 a. m.
porter, however, it was highly
BLUE SPRING BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11 a. m.
Rev. Wade Cunningham, Pastor improbable that scientists would
m.
p.
Training Union-6
Services every Sunday, 11:00 ever land on the moon.
Evening Worship-7 p. m.
a. m. and 7:00 p. m.
Dr. Martyn recently returned
y,
Hour of Prayer—Wednesda
Sunday School every Sunday at from the United States where he
7 p. m.
10:00 a. m.
consulted with U. S. Air Force
Prayer service, Wednesday, officers on atmospheric problems.
NESS
PENTECOSTAL HOLI
7:00 p. m.
He is chief scientist of the Radio
Old Madisonville Road, Rey
Services each Saturday before Research Board of the CommonMrs. Maude Turner, pastor.
second Sunday, 2:30 p. m.
wealth Scientific and Industrial
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Research Organization. He also
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. CRESWELL BAPTIST
predicted that "in our time" artiYoung People's Service 6:00
Rev. Herbert Lewis, Pastor
ficial "space stations" would cirp.m.
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
the globe, recording by radio
Evangelistic Service 7 p. m.
Preaching every Sunday, 11:00 cle
le information for scientists
valuab
prayer
g
evenin
Wednesday
a. m.
earth.
on
7:15
sday,
service 7:00 p.m.
Prayer service Wedne
"This is not idle speculation,"
p. m.
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
the scientist said. "It is someRalph McConnell, pastor
GENERAL BAPTIST
thing to which scientists in AmerPreaching services every sec- Rev. Carroll Yarbrough, Pastor ica are giving serious consideraond and fourth Sunday at 11 a.m.
Sunday School every Sunday, tion. A great deal of the work
and 7:30 p. m.
9:45 a. m.
they are doing is highly secret. I
Prayer meeting every 'ThursWorship Service every Sunday. doubt whether it has anything to
day night at 7 p. m.
11:00 a. m. and 7: p. m.
do with the flying saucers people
Sunday school every Sunday
Prayer service Wednesday, 7:30 have reported."
Morning at 10 a. m.
P. nl.
Training Union 6:30 p. m.
Early Asiatic tribes sometimes
MT. OLIVET GENERAL
ished "wastelands" between
establ
BAPTIST
CUMBERLAND
ries, both tribes keepterrito
their
Pastor
Rev. Claud Threlkeld,
PRESBYTERIAN
to avoid clashes.
of
them
out
ing
second
Regular services every
W. H. Tallent, minister
s of Europe
power
major
The
Sunday
Sunday School, 9:45 a. m.
s indeSunday School 10:00 a. m., ex- guaranteed Switzerland'
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
pendence in 1815 to prevent borcept second Sunday
Youth Fellowship, 6 p. m.
, Italy
Sunday School at 1:00 p. m. der incidents among France
Evening Worship, 7:30 p. m.
and Bavaria.
Prayer meeting every Wednes- second Sunday.
day at 7:45 p. m., followed by
choir rehearsal.

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Geo. W. Filer. Minister
Services:
Church School at 9:45 a. m.
m.
Worship Service at 11:00 a.
CYF meets at 6:00 p. m. each
Sunday.
Evening Worship at 7:90.
WednesChoir Rehearsal each
day at 7:00 p. m.

1
19.,

LEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH
(Rev. Travis Terrell, pastor)
Services every second Saturday
night, at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday
at 11 a. m.
Sunday School at 10 a.m. and
services on fourth Sunday at 11
a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
DONA.LDSON BAPTIST
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
Sunday School, 10 a. m.
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
Evening Worship, 7:45 p. m.
(Second-Fourth Sundays)
Prayer meeting, Wed., 7:45 p.m,
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Each Week in The Princeton Leader As A Public
This Series of Ads is Being Published
Service By The Following Business Establishments:
M & S Motor & Impl. Co.
Federated Store
Gardner White
At
Rowland Motor Co.
CADILLAC — PONT1
PRINCETON, KY.
PRINCETON, RE.
I. CASE
outh-Sales-Service

Dodge-Plym
Washington & Jefferson
DIAL 3075

Clyde 0. Wood

Dr. C. F. Engelhardt

Distributor of
AETNA PRODUCTS

CHIROPRACTOR
29 Years Successful Practice
In Princeton

Diai 3085
nPRA_CTOR
aiO
IR
CHM
E

Stevens Chevrolet Co.
SALES & SERVICE

PRINCETON, KY.

Wm. M. Young
Allis Chalmer Earns Machinery
FREDONIA, KENTUCKY

Brown's Funeral Home

STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS
Dial 2.301
Princeton, Ky.

Ambulance Service Any
Anywhere
Hour
DIAL 3320

JOE P. WILCOX
Dial 3414
1111 W. Maln

Serving Western Kentucky

B. N. Lusby
132 E. MAIN

205 W. MARKET

Wadlington Service Sta.

Western Auto Assoc. Store

Dial 3211

Dial 1163

Arnold Ligon Truck Line

DIAL 3141

McConnell Electric Co.

Dial 3505

Prineeten, Ky.

GMC — 3.
Princeton, Ky.

Dr. Lyle S. Yowell

''From a splinter to a carload"
PHONE 2061-2062

Walker's Drugs & Jewelry

The Church is the greatest 'actor on earth for
the building of character and good citizens*.
It is a storehouse of spiritual values. Without a
strong Church, neither democracy nor civilization
can survive. There are four sound reasons wiry
every person should attend services regularly
and support the Church. They are: (I) For his
own sake. (2) For his chfidren's sake. (3) For the
sake of his community and nation. (4) For tbe
sake of the Church itself, which needs his moral
and material support. Plan to go to churit regularly and read your Bible dcdly.

ATTEND CHURCH SUNDAY

Steger Lumber Company

Feeds .;
lowelet
CON"Pial
.••
harlots
Mao

THE CHURCH FOR ALL
ALL FOR THE CHURCH

token
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WHITE SULPHUR
Rev. Shirley DeBell, Minister
Sunday School--10:00 a. m.
Morning Service-11:00 a. m.
Training Union-6:30 p. m.
Evening Service-7:30 p. m.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday
7:00 n m.
Attend the church where yo
will receive a cordial welcome.

TREDONIA HAPTPIT
Rev. W.S. Watts, Pastor
Sunday School 9:45 a. m.
&Telesis every jlithday. 11118
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superb collection of graduation
gifts for her,.,and for him, too.

FREDONIA PENTECOSTAL
Rev. Opal Miller, pastor
Sunday School 10 a.m.

SECOND BAPTIST
Rev. H. D. Knight, pastor
Sunday School 9:45 a. m.
Morning worship 11 a. m.
Training Union 6 p.
Evening worship 7 p. m.
Wednesday service 7 p. m.

wsstraight

DIAL 2491

Mitchell Bros. Plumbing
& Heating Company
Princeton, Ky.

Morgan Funeral Home
24 Hour Aimbulanee Service
DIAL 3495

Princeton Motor Sales

1BUICK SALES & SPUD
Dawson Road

Randolph Motors

1
FORD SALES & SERVIV
Princeton, Ky.

Riley's Better Market
Metter Prices —
Better Products"
ISIS WEST MAIN DIAL 2653

COMING
FRI. and Sat
May 18 and

JOIN BARRYM

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
TIPPING GUIDE FOR
TOURISTS
New York — (AP) — Most hotel guests don't know how to tip
Properly. They either utujierdo it,
or they overtip and don't know
which employees they're supposed to tip, says one hotel owner
here.
The State Police are planning a
Irwin Kramer, boss of the Hotel
obert E. (Jeiger)
statewide motor vehicle check
Edison, says he has made a survey
should be raked befrom May 14 through 18, it was
of the situation by studying data
seeds are planted to
announced this week by Capt.
from 50 hostelries around the naclods, eliminate wir
Estill B. Jones.
tion and by examining reports of
make the soil fine.
Joaes said the purpose of the
tips given to his own hotel staff
nd may be soaked with
check is to insure greater safety
in the past year.
ttle 'it and 'help remove
on the highways for summer travFirst, Kramer states, the hotel
t it should be dry, or
el and attempt to curb accidents
ly moist, when raked
clerk is not among the "tipping
by spotting vehicles with mechantime Working wet
employees" in a hotel. Also, no
ical defects and instructing the
ses it to pack and form
hotel employee should get a tip
owner to have them repaired.
unless he renders a service acid
The inspection will be carried
is courtebus.
ded in planting include
on in or near all cities and towns
tring, slightly longer if
Bell-hops, he says, should get
throughout the state. In some
an the lohgest row, a
25 cents when showing you to
towns where the city police wish
your room, 50 cents if he has to
a couple of stakes.
to cooperate, inspections will be
carry more than three pieces of
c first row by driving
held on the outskirts of the town.
luggage; door men should get no
;it each end, assuming
State Police officers will intip if he gets a cab for you which
won't be more than 25
form the driver that it is a volunis in line-25 cents if he has to
long. If the rows are
tary inspection. "We hope," Capt.
go out 'of his way to call a cab.
that the string can be
Jones said, "the public will coopChamber maids arid elevator oply a portion of the row
erate with us to the fullest beerators, Kramer says, should get
e, then moved to the
cause it is for their own benefit."
no tips except for special service
. Otherwise the string
Such things as vehicle license,
or, in the case of the maid, after a
oo far in the middle.
smoke marks the path of a 155mm. shell hurled by operator's license, brakes, lights, CASHING IN: The first Series E war bond sold in the United week's stay.
e string tight between TENS 'LONG TOM' IS A 'RINGER': A ring of
in Korea. It was batteries such as this one horn, windshield wipers, tires, States back in 1941 on May 1, at 12:02 a, m., is cashed at bank in
, giving you .a straight a United States Army "Long Tom" on the western front
a heavy toll of advancing Communists vision and steering mechanism San Bernardino, Calif., upon its maturity by owner Theodore H. A TRIPLE HOMER
exacted
and
explosives
and
stell
of
that
a
threw
up
curtain
the row.
will be checked. Special attention Gail (left), San Bernardino school principal. Bank Teller John
in new Red spi ing offensive. (AP Wirephoto)
Nashville, Tenn.—(AP)--Folks
ke the end of the hoe
is to be taken with milky wind- Sahli gives Gail a $100 bill for the number one bond. (AP Wire- in Nashville baseball' circles are
d make a small trench er seeds. For this trench a gar- Larger seeds may be planted an AMBITIONS AT 99
shields, or any vision obstruction photo)
still talking about the fourth Instring for the seeds.
inch or deeper.
Haverhill, Mass. — (AP) — on either the windshield or rear
dener uses the corner of the hoe.
ning of a game between Nashmost
runt
the
for
record
The
onetime
hallow trench is suffiLocal Members Attend
Garden experts say the most Benjamin F. Brothers,
glasses.
ville and Knoxville—even though
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• p for small
common planting fault of the in- seaman who once lifted a
These inspection procedures are Pennyroyal Meeting
the game took place June 12,
th to ne
one-f
rich is needed for
in one season is held by Billy
experienced gardener is a ten- pound anchor to win a $2 bet, is to be followed. One Trooper stops
1942. That was the time three
Forty-eight homemakers from
dency to plant seeds too deep. Ka and he'd like to take another the car, checks for operator's liHamilton of the Philadelphia consecutive Nashville batters hit
Caldwell county attended the
vessailing
a
Europe—in
to
trip
catalog
seed
a
or
that
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driver
informs
the
cense,
and
Seed
in the first three balls pitched for
Pennyroyal District meeting of Phillies. He scored 196 runs
usually contain correct informa- sel. Brothers, a former deacon of it is a, voluntary vehicle check.
of 1894. Babe Ruth's 177 runs in three home runs. The hitsmiths
Federation
Kentucky
he
t
also
here,
Church
Baptist
Calvary
planting.
tion about the depth of
He then checks the headlights, inHomemakers held at the Moose 1927 is tops since the turn of the were Charlie Workman, Hank
If the trench is of irregular depth feels at 99 that he should broad- cluding a dimmer, steering wheel,
Helf and Charlie Gassaway.
at Henderson, April 25. century.
Building
atby
experience
the seeds may come up irregu- en his religious
horn, windshield wipers, and asks
presiWyker,
D.
James
Mrs.
synaJewish
tending services in a
larly.
the driver to procede to the next
gogue. He says he has attended officer at 15 miles per hour and dent of the United Church CounKEEP SOIL MOIST
cil, Columbia, Missouri, was the
of worship apply his brakes suddenly.
,
After the seeds are planted services in the houses
principal speaker. In her subject,
faiths.
other
most
of
30
about
is
The
Trooper
second
they should be carefully covered
"Good Growing Ground",- she
appetite
acid
feet from where the car stopped
His sight, hearing
and the soil made firm, but not
emphasized that each homemaker
DAWSON ROAD
packed, over them. It is well to still are good. He has outlived two has checked to see if the head- had the responsibility of making
give the ground a good water of three wives and all .but two lights were on and dimmed when
her home and her community a
S Open 6:30 P. M. -- First Show 7:15 P. M.
soaking, being careful not to wash of his eight children, has nine the first officer asked the driver
good growing ground for family
grandchildren and ten great- to turn them on. He also checks
out the seeds.
Two Shows Each Night
life.
After the seeds are covered grandchildren. He thinks hard the brakes and tail lights. The
Miss Myrtle Weldon, state leadplenand
living
inthe
out
officer
moderate
makes
first
work,
SAT., MAY 12
with soil, another light covering
er of home demonstration agents,
recipe
the
of
part
one
are
the
second
and
slip
spection
sleep
of
ty
of manure, corrrpost material or
showed colored slides of Norway
straw may be added. This will help to keep the ground moist issues all warnings and citations. and gave the group an appreciaA vehicle that passes the intion for their way of life.
and cool.
spection will receive a sticker to
Mrs. Wade Holt, president of
Bean and pea seeds should be be placed on the right ventilator
t h e Kentucky Federation of
planted the exact distance apart window, not on the windshield.
homemakers, talked on "A Pattern
that you intend for them to grow
"Special attention is to be paid
in the row, But some other sma;1- to older model cars and trucks. To Use." She gave an outline of
er seeds, like carrots and spin- No one will be held up for this the organization and how it funcMAY 13TH
ach, should be sown two or three inspection for an unreasonable tions.
WITH
REMEMBER HER
Federation reports were given
times closer together than they length of time," Jones said.
by the following: citizenship, Mrs.'
are intended to grow. After they
TUES., WED. and THUR.
are well started they may be for long life. He says he always Tom Carter, Crittenden county;1
May 15, 16 and 17
has gone to bed by 7:30 or 8 p.m. membership, Mrs. William Barthinned.
but arose early, at 5 or before ev- nett, Hopkins county; publicity,1
ADVANTAGES OF STRING
Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, Caldwell
The use of a string to make the ery morning.
Doctors? For 90 years he never county, and reading, Mrs. Lacy
rows straight has two advantages.
Jones, Trigg county.
Straight rows give the garden a went to one. His only medicines
A skit, "Marrying Off Myrtle",
neater appearance than crooked in earlier years were those comwas presented by the Providence
rows. And straight rows are eas- pounded by his mother from
Homemakers of Webster county.
ier to work, especially if wheel bark, herbs and other natural inInvocation was given by Mrs. E.
gredients.
tools are used.
You don't need to read the travel ads - - - A
T. Wilhite of McLean county.
Most city farmers, with a garGroup singing was under the dicollect
crime
Many
Americans
trip through our shop will cure your wanderden 20x30 leet, can do most of
and detective books. Huge librar- rection of Home Agent Wilma'
their work with a hoe. This reVandiver with Mrs. H. W. Nichols
ies
are
this
by
possessed
in
field
quires less distance between rows.
lust.
authors Vincent Starrett of Chica- of Princeton, accompanist.
For most crops one foot of space
Mrs. F. E. Miller, district secrego and Fred Denney (Ellery
is ample.
Queen) of New York. Another tary, announced that 643 women
However, in the "dry la n d" large collection is in the hands of from 10 counties registered for
part of the country—like the Ned Guymon of San Diego, Calif. the program.
Great Plains—where irrigation
water is not available, local garden experts say the rows should
Wedgwood, Spode, Haviland, Royal Worbe spaced wider than 12 inches.
That is because lesser space will
cester, Lenox, Castleton, Booth, Minton, Royal
not provide sufficient moisture
for the plane.
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Crown Derby.

Gorham, Towle, Reed & Barton, Lunt, International, Wallace, Heirloom, Frank W. Smith,
Alvin.

Stop in our Store and guess the number of
Pennies in the container and win absolutely
FREE a Window Fan valued at $49.95 as first

Duncan, Cambridge, Heisey, Seneca, Vol St.
Lambert, Stuart, Orrefors, Tiffin.

Second prize $25.00 Gift Certificate to apply
on any Norge Appliance.
Third prize $20.00 Gift Certificate to apply on any Norge Appliance
for the next 47 prizes a $10.00 Gift Certificate to apply on any Norge
You do not have to purchase anything to make your guess.
FREE Gifts for children accompanied by their Parents.
Contest Starts Thursday, May 10 and Closes Wednesday, May 16
Judges' Decision Final. Announcement Mode

SATURDAY, MAY 19 AT 10 A.M.

jS Auto

Associate
Store

IN OUR NEW HOME - - Feshforted in !Wynn( curves and shining contours, Contour is a
"classic." St home with fins occissorios of any period and —
for a41 Its hand-made look — not expensive. A slx•piace ploc•
witting costs only $37.50.
We urge you to coma In and nit the solid silver beauty of COntour.

But until then, we're happy to help you with
bridal, graduation and just gifts at 912 South
Wi0141.

KENTUCKY
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Thursday, May 10,19
condition before you ha v e to
mend them. Then mend w hen
necessary and as long as things
can be made presentable. When
coats and suits, dresses, accessor(By Jane Eris)
ies and other articles are beyond
Washington-- Clothing cos ts repair as whole moments, you
a family
are going up. To clothe
can resort ti inske-overs, using
adequately calls for careful planthe good parts for children's
ning.
clothing and other things.
S.
U.
the
of
Scott
Miss Clarke
Bureau of Human Nutrition and
Home Economics, says that to win
wardthe inflation battle in the
robe calls for wise buying, conservation, some ingenuity and a
great deal of common sense and

Clothing Costs
Rising Rapidly

Fredonia News

Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Rowland
Mr. and Mrs. George Milroy
children, of Detroit, are visand
Mr.
visited
and Mrs. Mattie Rice
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. S.
iting
and Mrs. Bill Smith and family
Wigginton, at Crider.
G.
in Salem Sunday.
Miss Betty Cauley, Miss Betty
Mrs. W. M. Young and Mrs. Sam
Cecil, Briscoe Taylor and Frankie
C.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
visited
Howerton
Wright, all students of CampY. Williams in Russellville Friday.
bellsville College, Campbellsville,
Mrs. Florence Parr, Mr. and spent the weekend as guests of
Mrs. George Milroy, Miss Dorothy Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Coleman.
Parr, Miss Imogene Wigginton
Mr. and Mrs. Veldin Yandell
and S u e Ellen Smith attended
and son, Van, spent the weekend
services at Chapel Hill Sunday
in Evansville as guests of Mr. and
patience.
night.
Mrs. Charles Young. They were
M iss Scott, born in Prophet's
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Jaco and joined there by Ted Crider,
Ill., a graduate of what is
Town,
children, Danny, Katie Jean and brother of Mrs. Yandell and Mrs.
afc'Murray College at
called
now
Noel, of Fulton, were Thursday Young, who came by plane from
Jacksonville, Ill., has spent 22
night guests of J. E. Hillyarci and Chicago to spend the weekend in
years studying the nation's clothMrs. Ina Butler.
Evansville with them.
ing.
Patton
Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Misses Betty Cauley, Betty CeHer emperience covers interand children, Evansville, spent cil, Biscoe Taylor, Frankie Wright,
views with housewives, teachers,
the weekend with her mother, Kenneth Montgomery and Mrs.
garment manufacturers„ s t ore
Mrs. RutAiDunning, and Miss Bet- V. E. Coleman spent Saturday at
buyers and designers.ofclothing.
ty Durizillts
Lake.
Kentucky
•
is a designer and one of her
She
Korea
from
Charles Dean Akridge, student
into open trucks as army rotation 'veterans
projects with the bureau
confetti
major
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PARADE
VETS
sea
at Murray College, Murray, spent KOREAN
Wash., Saturday after landing from military
. She also gets out
Seattle,
in
designing
street
is
n
downtow
through
under
the weekend with his parents, are paraded
soldiers were the first to be returned
1,502
and works on
of
guides
shipload
The
buying
earlier.
while
transport a short
Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Akridge.
ion.
conservat
o)
clothes
Wirephot
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plan.
rotation
Rev. Rsy Wigginton has re- new army
Realizing that clothes are going
the cost of much labor.
turned from Birmingham, Ala.,
ness Urged In
Cleanli
cleanliness is the to be higher, along with food and
eaning
army
Housecl
the
In
Some
Your
revival.
a
where he conducted
health an other items, Miss Scott advises
Maintaining Good Health first abject, for without
Mr. and Mrs. George Johnson, 'Do's' and 'Don'ts'
Headquarters
declines daily. housewives to take stock of all
efficiency
army's
with
By Dr. W. L. Cash
Paducah, spent the weekend
Now that the housecleaning
If a city is to be clean, each indi- the family's clothes before going
For
(County Health Officer)
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. T. season is at hand, a few do's and
citizen must do his part. out and buying up a lot that
Henson.
"Cleanliness is next to Godli- vidual
don'ts should be observed in curone insist on a clean aren't needed.
every
Let
Miss Imogene Wigginton w a s taining windows, according to ness." Modern medicine begins in
city and make cleanliness t h e
"I've done it personally," She
of
Margaret
success
Mrs.
e
h
of
t
guest
in
and
dinner
s,
the
specialist
cleanlines
Button,
Mrs. Mynt
Phone 3224
Repitinavilte Rd.
foundation' of prosperity.
with
me. "It's amazing to see how
told
Mrs.
and
linked
Mr.
is
and
len
surgery
College
Zuermueh
the
at
modern
home furnishings
Princeton, AY.
in times of extravagance you
Russell Yates and family Sunday. of Agriculture and Home Eco- cleanliness. Pure food is chiefly LOW COST FEED
bought things you didn't need—
nomics, University of Kentucky. clean food, and certified milk is
Columbus, 0. — (A.P) — Pasconunderwear, stockings, shoes, hats,
about
at
feed
Here are some of 'her suggestions: milk certified to be without
dairy
supplies
ture
blouses. You'll find them in clostamination.
half the cost of hay and silage and
shelves and boxes.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young spent
The fly season is rapidly ap- one fourth the cost of grain, ac- ets, drawers,
and
Thursday at Kentucky Lake.
proaching. The fly is a carrier of cording to agricultural special- "See what you can save
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Taylor, dirt. Typhoid, diphtheria, smallUniversity. For what you can use of the things
State
Ohio
at
ists
her
Evansville, were guests of
buy just what the
pox are all filth diseases, and
reasons, farmers are being you have, then
buying buy
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ivan H. there are many others. External these
provide pasture all family needs—and in
to
advised
Bennett, over the weekend.
the best you can for what you
vigilence is the price of cleanli- season.
spend."
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Trigg and ness, and it is obtained only at
Not only are pasture costs low, have to
Showing
a later article I will tell you
In
baby son, of Lexington, spent
gencows
but
state,
experts
come the
says you can do
the weekend with her parents, Mr. Do let every bit of light
produce more when they what Miss Scott
through narrow windows by ex- erally
to make them
clothes
mend
and Mrs. W. M. Young.
to
pasture
Young
grazing.
the curtain fixtures on get good
longer.
last
alfalfaas
such
Charlotte Holleman, who un- tending
they say,
ROLL
the wall, the drapery covering the plans,
She believes it is much better,
derwent an appendectomy at the
ladino-grass meadows, are high in
but not the glass.
woodwork
returned
has
and carotene however, to take care of things
Princeton hospital,
calcium
protein
a UP
a
meticulously, to keep them in
home. She is the daughter of Mr. Do use a plain fabric against
content.
wall with much pattern.
and Mrs. Lacy Holleman.
Do have the draperies hang to
Write For Your Copy Today -- No Obligation
Mr. Robert Yates is improving
the sill, the bottom of the apron
opersecond
a
g
to
submittin
after
or to within one inch of the floor.
ation at the Dyers hospital at
Do treat two or three windows
Kuttawa.
a series 'as one large one, using
in
Pvt. J. C. Butts, Ft. Benning,
a cornice board to tie them toGa., spent a few days last week
gether.
with his wife, Mrs. Butts, and
Do make odd-shaped windows
Butts.
John
Mrs.
and
Mr.
parents,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
in a room appear alike by correct
708 South Main
Western
attended
E.
Hillyard
J.
placing of the fixtures to add apKentucky Presbytery at the Owparent height or width.
ensboro Presbyterian church last
Do select draperies that harTuesday. He represented the First
or repeat colors used elsemonize
Presbyterian church here.
in the room.
where
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher,
Some don'ts:
Dennis Brasher and Mrs. Jennie
Don't use pattenned lace curBrasher visited Mr. and Mrs. Hertains where there is considerable
shel Wring in Marion Sunday afpattern in the room.
ternoon.
Don't use skimpy draperies.
Miss
Dean,
J.
N.
Mrs.
Mr. and
Most windows require a full
and
Dean
Stella Dean, Mrs. Eva
width.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hurst, of near
Don't forget to allow for shrinkMarion, were Sunday afternoon
when you make curtains, as
age
bed. It's probably
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
curtaining materials have "No, no Roger! I'm supposed to carry you to
many
Baker and Mr. and Mrs. T. R.
The Princeton Creamery's Homogenized Vitamin D Milk you just
not been pre-shrunk.
Akridge.
Don't use fragile curtains at had!"
Members of Cumberland Preswindows where the children play
byterian church had a social and and like to
look out.
.
get-together at the church SaturDon't buy ruffled curtains sinday night.
less you have time to give them
The Girls Choral Club from
Hopkinsville Street
DIAL 2063
the necessary care.
Bethel Woman's College entertained at he school auditorium
Sunday Mtr n°on. Miss Bonnie
King, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Bill King, who is attending Bethel College, was a member of the
group.
The Donkey Basketball game
at the school auditorium Friday
night had a large attendance.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Cartwright, Evansville, were Saturday night guests of her brother,
Rev. Ray Wigginton, a n d Mrs.
Wigginton.
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
S. G. Wigginton Sunday were Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Rowland and
children, Mr. Eugene Wigginton,
Detroit; Mrs. Mitchell Clift and
(After Small Down Payment)
son, Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Cartwright, Evansville, and Rev. and
Mrs. Ray Wigginton and son,
.
David.
Mrs. Cecil Rice visited her
PHONE 2707
daughter in Springfield, Tenn.,
'd y

Making clothes st horns a
c om i ng increasingly
among budget-wise
M SJ Scott says. New, ,
methods for pattemeuttirai
sewing have made
Some details on busins,
ing, mending, makehome sewing wili be gj.54
articles to follow.
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H. C. P'Pool Tractor
And Implement Co.

Ferguson Tractors

FREE

Wall Paper Sample Book

Brand New 1951 Patterns Priced

for his 9

no

FRIGIDAIRE'S EXCLUSIVE
METER-MISER MECHANISM
— protects oil foods In oil 3 cold sae
with SAFE Cold—horn ono shopping
to the next.

CORNETTE'S, GIFTS

lots
La

• Pell-wed* Chill Drawn
• awe-grilled beotypo
strelvits, nest-reastent
Hydrators
• Inch/sive QvkliuSe

Prieldelre Si en. ft.
Mester Model Shown

$287.75

OTHER MODELS FROM $199.75

W Market Str

Phone 2091

Amer
Lar
and F
Low- p
Ca

$1.00 Per Week
CITIZENS ICE CO.

when you roll by in this one.
In the 1951 line-up, its brand-new
front-end styling stands out with a
beauty all its own.
You're the proud owner of a Buick—
and the whole world knows it.
But you—at the wheel—enjoy a long
list of differences that go far deeper
than looks.

To drive refreshed

Ice-cold Coca-Cola is what
it takes to travel refreshedl
Try it. You'll like it.
fOTTIED UNDO

*moan o ne COCA401A COWAN, 55

The ride is different—level and true.
You sit the road with special assurance
— because Buick's torque-tube drive
keeps rear wheels firmly aligned—soft
coil springs on all four wheels soak up
the bumps and bobbles—honest weight
keeps you on a steady keel.
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The power is different—eager and sure.
Buick's high-compression Fireball
engine does wonders with fuel — and
no matter what you demand in emergency, there's horsepower to spare.
Handling is different—this car seems
to steer itself on straightaway or curve
—and swings lightly into parking spots
inches shorter than you'd think you
need.
Capping it all, there's the silken versatility of Dynaflow Drive,* that takes

all the tenseness out of driving —
responds to your slightest wish with S
surging swoop of power.
No doubt about it, what you get in I
Buick is far more than just a new car
— it's a whole new experience in Oct.
ting pleasurably from here to there.
So why not explore this difference?
Come,take a Buick over and find out
how very much satisfaction scoot
money can buy.
No otitis oar previdat all tidal
DYNAFLOW DRIVE* • FIREBALL POWER
4-WHEEL COIL SPRINGING • DUAL VENTILATION
PUSH-EAR FOREFRONT • TORQUE-TUBE DRIVE
WHITE-GLOW INSTRUMENTS • DREAMUNE STTUING
SODY SY FISHER
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said now infinite some 4,000,000
acres. Reliable sources say 650,000
acres are heavily infested to the
danger point.
lialogeton resembles its cousin
plant, the common Russian thistle,
or tumbleweed. Young plants are
bluish green. In full bloom, the
plant is a solid mass of flowers
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nation's sheep flocks.
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of seven atical. A cabinet officer said re•across portions
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sulce.its
ago.
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buildings and to stay.
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lands.
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can kill a sheep. About six
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rs are in
agencies, pounds is a fatal dose for cattle.
state and federal
rs and uni- Halogeton in the spring and sumen, rattlegrowe searching mer is apparently unpalatable to
scientists are
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• trol measures.
ranges fall, the weed is most poisonous.
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While cattle seldom eat enough
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stock
deadly
halogeton to die, they—like sheep
Conbefore
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—will suffer cumulative effects.
The
acting.
are
and states
And noticeable cattle losses have
Weed Conference has
appropria- been reported near Elko, Nev.,
for a $5,000,000
and in Utah.
• tight the killer which it
Halogeton was discovered near
Wells, Nevada in 1935. It was
not until 1941, however, that
scientists correctly identified the
newcomer. It's poisonous qualities were dramatically demonstrated in the fall of 1945 when
sheepman John Ward of Almo,
Idaho, moved a band,. of 1300
ewes down from the hills to the
Raft River flats of southern Idaho, a traditional winter range.
Twenty four hourse later, 1000
of the animals were dead and
Ward was out of business. Tracy
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sled pulled by two steers yoked
JACK KNIFE FARMING
Brattleboro, Vt. — (AP) — together; a anodel of a long-disGrowing up around Albert E. Hal- cussed milk wagon; a little dump(Last Week's News)
85, is the farm—in minia- wagon that preceded the modern
There was an attendance of 94 Way,
manure- spreader; grindstone,
at Sunday School and 78 at Train- ture—he knew as a boy.
ing Union Sunday.
lialladay farmed until he was wheelbarrow, pitchfork, bucksaw,
By Dr. W. L. Cash
(County Health Officer)
•
Misses Barbara Lee and Minnie 55, sold real estate until he was shovels, rakes, a buggy.
Kentucky, one of the first states Mae Cartwright spent Sunday' past 80, then took up wood carvto recognize dental health as an with Betty Faughn.
Most of the world's wool, acing. With jack knife and haelmaw
Geoessential part of public health
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Winners he carves out in authentic detail cording to the National
Society, comes from the
work, maintains one of the most and Sarah Ann visited Mrs. Edna
graphic
the equipment Which farmers
progressive programs in t h e Cartwright and family Sunday afsouthern hemisphere.
have used:
country.
ternoon.
The maple sap tub with its litThe Division of Dental Health,
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Brown spent tle spigot and two wooden buckBig-Time Professional
Kentucky State Department of Sunday night at the home of Mrs. ets alongside, all mounted on a
Health, works through the Cald- Brown's uncle, who is seriously
Wrestling Every Friday
well County Health unit to proNight- - - 8:15
mote dental hygiene in your comRev. and Mrs. Shirley DeBell
Hopkinsvifle, Ky. - - munity. This is done by close cospent the weekend in the comIn The Armory
operation with county health
munity.
NEW CARD EVERY WEEK
units in conducting dental health
spent
programs. Where unusual needs ,Miss Mary Frances Brown
BOB LUTTRELL
exists, mobile units are sent to the Sunday night with Mrs. Lottie
Promoter
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quate care.
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Corrective dentistry is limited sons have returned home after
d
Auther
Mrs.
an
Mr.
to the first two grades of school visiting
past
the
and emergency work is done on Faughn and Betty for
two weeks.
the teeth of older children.
Mrs. Edna Cartwright, Barbara
A rather recent development in
the prevention of tooth decay is and James Cartwright, Mrs.
Owen Morris, Betty Faughn, Rev.
the use of fluorides.
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Calif.
ing her to a hospital at Los Angeles,
crew sent in a group of children by as much ious McWorthy is paslor and
On Tuesday, May 15, at 12:20 p. m., I will
Nurse Arlie Bahr, a member of an emergency hospital
fine" at the as 40 per cent. Stinde sodium Rev. Herbert Lewis is preaching
to the scene. Mother and baby are reported "doing
fluoride will neither repair nor during the revival.
hospital to which they were taken. (AP Wirephoto)
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preventive powers do not apply with Daisy Mitchell.
for the unexpired term of jailer of Caldwell counstate—Colorado.
Several guests were entertainto adults.
commissioner, says some 20 ranch
unless
that
Burback elso asserts
The treatments, which are given ed at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
operators have since been forced
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Halogeton crept over most of
would be the same route followed you would like for your cltild to and Michael visited Mr. and Mrs.
ciry, Saturday, August 4, 1951-, over radio staNevada aind into southern Idaho
by the Russian thistle.
receive such treatments, consult Shelly Canada and family Sunand northwestern Utah. That is
Halogeton came probably in a your dentist or the Caldwell day.
tion W. P. K. Y., Princeton.
the present acute area of infestashipment, from the Caspian County Health Unit.
seed
skipalso
has
weed
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tion.
The Dartmouth College Library
Oddly enough,
ped into south central Montana sea area of Russia.
range management has acquired an. important collecYou are urged to hear this announcement.
to,sheep in Russia, say that good
and the Big Horn River basin of it is not fatal
is the best weapon. This calls for tion of letters and manuscripts of
says.
Buyback
patches
Wyoming and extensive
reseeding of denuded ranges with
Another outThe spongy halogeton leaves hardy grasses such as crested Daniel Webster.
have been found in north-eastern
standing addition to the Library
which
California and southeastern Ore- are filled with oxalic acid
wheat, for the protection of natur- is a Stephen Crane collection, docombines with the calcium in the al vegetation and avoidance of
gon.
nated by George Matthew Adwithin a few overgrazing.
The weed has also been located blood to kill sheep
ams, New York bibliophile.
hours.
Colorado
"If you plow it under, you
in eastern Utah, near the
The weed thrives on semi-des- spread it and ruin other vegetaborder. H. R. Burback, Utah resaline
tion," says Ben S. Markham,
gional chief of the Soil Conserva- ert areas of arid, sandy,
tion Service, says he expects Hal- soil, typical of western grazing range conservationist.
lands. It moves in quickly where
"The one bright spot about the
other vegetation has been remov- weed is that it is a poor comed through over grazing, drought petitor—that is, a good stand of
If you see
or fire.
grass will kill it."
Blading of land along highways
Halogeton, an annual with a
and railroads opens a smooth light root system, is a prolific
trail for the spread of halogeton. seeder and thrives on a wide
near your house
The cooperation of highway de- moisture range. Burback says the
partments and railroads have plants measure all the way from
you may have TERMITES
been solicited in the fight.
one inch to three feet across and
Flame throwers, oil spray and all produce seed.
Ask For Free Inspectios
chemicals have been used with
The plant spreads at the rate of
Moderate success to combat halo- about 15 miles a year. However,
geton. But Burback, and others, it can go that far in a day when
carried by wind, water, on trains,
A complete screen door set with each screen door purchased from
automobiles and in the wool of
screen
ArelborInd ReannatnNtiv•aI
STEGER LUMBER COMPANY. This set consists of a black Japaned
the grazing sheep themselves.
Oldo Volley TeratInIn Com.
/9
door
screen
Pose
Lambert C. Erickson, associate
As AsIv•rtesod
door spring complete with set of hook eyes, black Japaned
with
agronomist at the University of
complete
hinges
handle, pair of black Japaned loose pin screen door
Walker's Drugs & Jewelry Idaho Experiment Station, says
a
for
is
offer
This
Dial 1211
halogeton can be controlled if the
screws and a cadium plated screen door hook and eye.
are
available.
funds
LIMITED TIME ONLY.
And at a recent Washington
meeting of cabinet officers, western congressmen and government
officials, Secretary of Agriculture
Brannan said that department
Find out who sells it by looking in the
scientists are continuing to search
for a means of exterminating the
weed.
Brannan recalled that scientists
found a way to control wheat rust
which had threatened to destroy
grain crops.
Western ranchers are confident
that good range management if
followed, will at least halt and
minimize the halogeton threat.
.its
ilatpo extra riding
th
with o
They expect cooperation. The men
con,ee from
Who work with the problem face
a $40 loss every time a sheep dies
These combination doors are
of the poison.
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CLAY DRENNAN

That proud graduate will applaud your choice of jewelry.
Give him a head start on success
with a handsome quality gift
he'll cherish through the years.

Prescriptions A
Specialty

Key Chain..
Identification bracelet •
Ring
T. bar and Unlit.

Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
Princeton. Ky.

America's
Largest
and Finest
Low-Priced
Car!

Dial 3211

SWafifteo9 dzocome

'YELLOW PAGES'

LARGEsTi

LONGEST in the low-price field—a full 197% inches—with the added measure
of comfort and style that its length provides.
HEAVIEST in the low-price field—a solid 3140 pounds—with that big-cor
feel of road-hugging steadiness!
4 inches between
/
WIDEST TREAD in the low-price field—a rood-taming 583
centers of rear wheels—for stability on curves and turns.
Most length. Most weight. Most width where it counts. They all odd up to
extra comfort and riding ease ... extra value for your money. And here's the
surprising fact! The Chevrolet line actually costs less than any other in the lowprice field ... Costs leer', gives most!
•Stylitlin• Ds LIMO 4-Doot Sada', dipping w•igM.

Combination Doors

Screen Doors

$19.50 and up

$5.79 and up

What is believed to be t he
largest known star, an unnamed
and invisible companion to a star
called Epsilon, is about 3,000
times as large as the sun.
If a piece of some stars could be
brought to earth, their density,
about a millionth of the density
of air, would make a pretty good
vacuum.
The early Egyptians are said to
have worshipped the cabbage.

These doors are made of clear
Ponderosa pine and filled with galvanized wire. They are carried in
three different patterns.

made of clear Ponderosa pine. They
are equipped with both storm and
screen sash and can be used the
year around.

Screen Door
Grills
$1.65 and up
We have three different patterns in
stock.

Adjustable
Screens
69(1 and up

READY MADE
SCREENS

These screens a r e
12", 18", U", and
30" high. They adjust out to 33" in
width.
Screen Enamel,
75e
qt.
Th. Nadine D. Immo 2-Door Soden
(Continuation of dons:lard •guipia•M and trim lliastrahtd i s depondent on availability al traateriel)

CHEVROLET

FINESTI

Screen Stock,
foot
Screen Moulding,
82Vic
ft.

with
clantegos found in no

HEALI ENGINE
BODY BY FISHER • UNITIZED KNEE-ACTION • VALVE-INNT PANEL •
INSTRUME
IGHT
SAFETY-S
•
MAKES
-DRUM
JUMBO
•
IC
TRANSMISSION
PANORAMIC VISIBILITY • lowoll.liala AUTOMAT

MORE PEOPLE BUY CHEVROLETS THAN ANY OTHER CAIN

Call for a FREE
ESTIMATE on Custom in a d• aluminum Screens. These
are made with an
aluminum Mumma
and filled with
aloaaloom wire.

24 x 16

$3.75

24 x 24

$4.75

28 x 24

SCREEN WIRE
• Black
*Galvanized
•Aluminum
• Bronze
• Plastic
Since the government has out t h e
supply of steel, copper, and aluminum
we recommend that you get your
screens in first class shape while our
supply lasts.

These frames are its"
thick and are made of
Ponderosa

Pine. All

Joints are mortised and
tennoned. They are
eheaper than you can
possibly build them.
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Many Roads Said
To Be Outmoded
In This State
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Carl Sholar Stationed
At Santa Maria, Calif.
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Henry C. Lester, teacher, East
Resident j,bone
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MEAT SPECIALS
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HUNDREDS OF FOLKS
HERE IN CALDWELL
COUNTY....

De-

Even the furniture department is now experiencing growing pains to prove its overwhelming acceptance as another milestone in Cayce-Yost's desire to give the folks of this trade area
fine quality merchandise at a fair and reasonable price.

ocitl
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FOR SALE: Porter paints for the
inside or outside of your house
or barn or other outbuildings.
See Hodge Motor Sales & Imp]
Co., phone 2093, W. Main street
45-tic

see us
service to please - - - you have a treat in store. Come in to
will do
soon, pay us a compliment by entering our doors and we
our best to make your visit an enjoyable one.

GRADS
At Goldnamer's

SAVE THE IDEAL WAY: Shop
at The Ideal Food Market. 45-tfc

FOR SALE: Two used washing
machines. McConnell Electric
45-1tc
Co. Phone 2091.
FOR SALE: Full size boys bicycle. Good condition. Call 2474.
45-1tc

THE FINEST WARES
FROM COAST TO COAST

In Hopkinsville It's

GIFTS
To Gladden the

BROILERS FOR SALE: Weight
1 3,4 to 2 pounds each. On foot
$1 each. Cell 3371, 512 South
45-Ptc
Jefferson.

WELDING: For all of your welding needs see Bill Palmer on
44-2tp
Dawson road.

If you are an old customer, you, of course, know all about
ng
Cayce-Yost, but you that have never had the pleasure of findi
ing
out about our beautiful new remodeled store, and our untir

GLAD

FOR SALE: 5 burner oil stove
44-1tp
Call 3828.

Pot the money you need for
any helpful purpose with a
(loon on your car. Prompt atItorstion and immediate 'myths. Phone or come in todayl

FOR HER
UNDERWEAR By Barbizon, Rhythm
and Artemus
PURSES AND GLOVES
COSTUME JEWELRY
SHIP 'N SHORE BLOUSES
PADDLE & SADDLE SPORTSWEAR
JANTZEN BATHING SUITS
UMBRELLAS
DRESSES FOR JUNIORS:
SHIRLEY LEE, MARY MUFFET
AND CAROLE KING
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Only $2.98

Hardware, Seed, Housewares, Sporting Goods and Appliance
partments to help make your living more enjoyable.
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ARROW SHIRTS
HICKOK BELTS
INTER WOVEN SOCKS
ARROW TIES
TIE PINS
CUFF LINKS
HICKOK BILLFOLDS
SUSPENDERS
AIRMAN SPORT SHIRTS
JANTZEN T-SHIRTS
LUGGAGE for school & tra

Otistepirs
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In the ill
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